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Abstract
Working memory is responsible for the temporary manipulation and storage of information to support reasoning, learning and
comprehension in the human brain. Background oscillations from subcortical structures may drive a gating or switching mechanism
during working memory computations, and different frequency bands may be associated with different processes while working
memory tasks are performed. There are three well-known relationships between working memory processes and specific frequency
bands of subcortical oscillations, namely: the storage of new information which correlates positively with beta/gamma-frequency
band oscillations, the maintenance of information while ignoring irrelevant stimulation which is directly linked to theta-frequency
band oscillations, and the clearance of memory which is associated with alpha-frequency band oscillations. Although these
relationships between working memory processes and subcortical background oscillations have been observed, a full explanation
of these phenomena is still needed. This paper will aid understanding of the working memory’s operation and phase switching
by proposing a novel and biophysical realistic mathematical-computational framework which unifies the generation of subcortical
background oscillations, the role of basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical circuits and the influence of dopamine in the selection of
working memory operations and phases: this has never been attempted before.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Working memory facilitates the maintenance and processing of information required to learn, reason, comprehend, compare
and build a cause-effect relationship in complex cognitive processes. It is interpreted as the scratchpad of the brain for
momentary recall and processing of information. It is claimed that working memory is a kind of short-term memory that acts
as an interface operating between the long-term memory and actions to support thinking processes [4]. The most outstanding
feature of working memory is the fact that it is not a passive system where information is only stored. It is, indeed, an active
system where information is processed.
Models for memory have evolved over the years from a single unitary memory system to short-term, long-term memory,
long-short-term memory, and finally to working memory [3]. In these works, neuropsychological data have shown that it is not
necessary for information to pass through short-term memory to gain access to long-term memory. It has been observed that,
information can still be transferred to the long-term memory in patients with short-term memory impairments. The working
memory model by Baddeley [4] indicates a clear distinction between short-term memory and working memory, and currently,
Baddeley’s model is accepted as the most plausible model for working memory. It includes an executive control mechanism
(central executive) that interacts with short-term memory for auditory-verbal (phonological loop), visual-spatial (visuo-spatial
sketchpad) information and an episodic buffer which is in charge of binding diverse types of information [6]. As Baddeley
pointed out: working memory is a temporary storage system under attentional control that underpins our capacity for complex
thought [7].
Baddeley’s working memory model provides a suitable mechanism to describe working memory functions. However, the
central executive subunit in it is an artificial definition since it is not clear how this subunit selects the information to be
maintained or ignored. Basal ganglia loops can be considered as a gating mechanism in action selection, as well as for
information selection in cognitive tasks. Consequently, they might be interpreted as a candidate for the central executive
subunit. The basal ganglia are a collection of subcortical structures – relatively large in primates, particularly in humans –
that are highly interconnected with the cortex. This suggests that basal ganglia play a key role in planning, cognition and
reinforcement learning. Neurophysiological and anatomical studies have shown that inputs coming from different parts of the
cortex are directed to the thalamus through the basal ganglia circuits and, finally, projected back to the cortex from which the
circuit is originated [18], [2].
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2As working memory is thought to be a system operating in real time with limited capacity, incoming information is needed
to be loaded and maintained while irrelevant task distractors are ignored. Furthermore, as its capacity is typically thought to
be limited, the information has to be cleared away once a task has been completed [7], [6]. Experimental studies have revealed
that the basal ganglia exert an inhibitory influence on a number of cortical areas through the thalamus, and this inhibition
allows information to be loaded. Information loading starts as soon as the sensory information is registered in the posterior
cortex. The basal ganglia project to the thalamus, which is mostly inhibited by pre-synaptic activation from subcortical areas.
The external stimulus “releases the brakes” and excites the thalamus, resulting in neuronal activation. Recurrent activity, caused
by the activation of the thalamus, opens the gates for the prefrontal cortex and allows working memory to load information.
Therefore, the basal ganglia can be interpreted to have a “switching behaviour” which is modulated by dopamine [25], and
the thalamus can be thought of as a translator of the message received from the basal ganglia and projected back to the cortex
areas related to a specific working memory task [52]. Recently, we have proposed a multi-level hybrid automaton model for
the switching mechanism of the basal ganglia and the thalamus linked to some working memory processes [43].
In this paper, we propose a mathematical-computational model for the most relevant working memory processes which
includes the switching control of the basal ganglia, the thalamus and the key role of dopamine in basal ganglia’s selection
mechanisms. Our work focuses on obtaining a model where the prefrontal cortex activation corresponds to distinct working
memory processes due to the incoming activity from the thalamus. For this purpose, the dopamine-dependent activity of the
thalamus due to opposing effects of the direct and indirect pathways is modelled. We associate three different pathways within
the basal ganglia with different behavioural patterns of the thalamus. First, the direct pathway of the basal ganglia allows
incoming information to be loaded in working memory, which matches with beta-gamma-frequency band activity present in
the thalamus. Second, the activation of the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is related to theta-frequency band activity
in the thalamus, corresponding to the maintenance of information. Finally, the clearance of information corresponds to the
balance between the direct and the indirect pathways, giving rise to alpha-frequency band activity in the thalamus. Our study is
driven by experimental observations: the storage of new information in working memory correlates positively with oscillations
in the beta-gamma-frequency band (13−30Hz and 30−120Hz) [51], [27]; theta-frequency band oscillations (4−8Hz) [53] are
directly linked to the maintenance of information while ignoring irrelevant stimulation, and finally, the clearance of memory
is associated with alpha-frequency band (8− 13Hz) oscillations [33].
The aim is to show that our working memory network model is able to generate subcortical background oscillations which
correspond to oscillations observed on human electrophysiology during working memory tasks. In particular, our model will
effectively model how these oscillations are generated in the thalamus due to the interaction of the different pathways in the basal
ganglia and the regulation of dopamine. Our model will show the onset of different behaviours during working memory tasks
according to the different frequencies of the oscillations generated in the thalamus, driven by the basal ganglia’s pathways. The
importance of oscillatory activity patterns to control brain states and switching in memory phases has been already established
[50], [54]. We associate different behaviours in the prefrontal cortex (working memory) with specific incoming oscillatory
patterns from the thalamus, that are associated with specific pathways in the basal ganglia. As far as we are aware, this is the
first time that a biologically plausible spiking neural network of this type has been proposed. The results obtained might be a
stepping stone to better understand the mechanisms behind the different frequency-band oscillations observed during working
memory tasks. The main contribution of this work is to propose a modelling framework to clarify the role of the basal ganglia
in the generation of the subcortical oscillations associated with different working memory processes.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II gives some background information on the basal ganglia and the different
basal ganglia’s pathways, linked to relevant subcortical oscillations. Section III summarises the already-existing computational
models that have been a source of inspiration for our work. Section IV presents our mathematical-computational model. In order
to clarify how the simulation results have been obtained and to ensure the reproducibility of our results, all the mathematical
details and parameter values are explicitly presented for all the types of single neurons considered, as well as the connection
dynamics in each population of neurons and between different populations. Section V presents the simulation results that
reveal the emergence of beta-gamma band activity due to the dominance of the direct pathway, and the onset of theta band
activity due to the dominance of the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia. The simulation results are explained by considering
the delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task, which will help understand the neuronal activity during working memory tasks.
Conclusions are given in the last section.
II. BASAL GANGLIA AND WORKING MEMORY
The basal ganglia are subcortical structures located in the human forebrain and buried deep into the brain. It is well known
that the basal ganglia receive massive projections from the posterior cortex. This suggests that they have a role in planning
and cognition. The basal ganglia project mostly into the thalamic nuclei, which in turn project to the prefrontal cortex [39],
completing the cortex-basal ganglia-thalamus loop, which has been studied thoroughly since the work of Alexander et al. [2].
Under resting conditions, the network output to the thalamus is inhibitory. The basal ganglia’s circuit works by modulating
this inhibition. One of basal ganglia’s major roles is to integrate associative and limbic information for the production of
context-dependent behaviours [12]. Besides its importance as a switching control mechanism for several functions, the basal
ganglia are linked to neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and schizophrenia.
3The prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia interact with each other. This interaction is key in working memory processes
and is based on disinhibition or what is usually referred to as “releasing the brakes” in the cortex [23]. While the cortex
provides robust maintenance of task-dependent information, the basal ganglia perform a gating-like function for appropriate
context, which allows working memory representations to be updated at appropriate time. The neurotransmitter dopamine helps
the basal ganglia perform this gating mechanism by strengthening the efficacy of cortical inputs.
Two main aspects of the basal ganglia are especially relevant to the model proposed in this work: the modulating role of
dopamine and the dominance of inhibition. On the one hand, the activation of different basal ganglia’s pathways – namely,
direct, indirect and hyperdirect – is modulated by dopamine. That is, the selection of an action depends on the level of dopamine
or on the striatal neuron’s receptor-type receiving the dopamine. On the other hand, unlike other circuits in the brain, the basal
ganglia are mostly dominated by inhibitory projections. Inhibition facilitates the decision of which units are needed to be
silent and provides a winner-takes-all mechanism. Dopamine decreases some units’ activity and due to this, units which are
disinhibited become active. The release of dopamine in the striatum makes medium spiny neurons (MSNs) bistable. Depending
on the dopamine level and the receptor type, MSNs may stay silent or get activated.
Excitatory Connections Inhibitory Connections
Posterior 
Cortex
D2D1
StriatumGPeSTN
GPi/SNR Thalamus
Prefrontal 
Cortex
Interneurons
Direct Pathway: Posterior cortex Striatum(D1) GPi/SNR Thalamus Prefrontal Cortex
Indirect Pathway: Posterior cortex Striatum(D2) GPe STN GPi/SNR Thalamus Prefrontal Cortex
Hyperdirect Pathway: Posterior cortex STN GPi/SNR Thalamus Prefrontal Cortex 
Fig. 1. Connection graph of the neuronal structures considered in the working memory model. Our model consists of two different cortical structures, the
basal ganglia nuclei and the thalamus. The proposed model integrates the direct, indirect and hyperdirect pathways of the basal ganglia, in addtition to some
internal regulatory connections.
The neural populations considered in our model correspond to units of the posterior cortex, prefrontal cortex, striatum,
internal and external segments of globus pallidus (GPi and GPe), subthalamic nucleus (STN) and thalamus. In the GPi’s
population, we integrate the activity of the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr).
There are two main routes that connect the striatum, the input nuclei of the basal ganglia to the GPi and the output nuclei
of the basal ganglia: the direct pathway and the indirect pathway. The direct pathway integrates inhibitory projections from
the striatum D1-receptor-type neurons to the GPi. The indirect pathway goes through the striatum D2-receptor type neurons,
the GPe, the STN and the GPi [19]. These two pathways have opposite effects on the thalamic activity since their different
striatum populations have different chemical and physiological properties. Most importantly, they express different types of
dopamine receptors [21]. As a result, dopamine has opposite effects on them: it excites D1-type neurons but inhibits D2-type
neurons. While dopamine enhances the activity of the thalamus via D1-receptor-type neurons in the direct pathway, it reduces
the activity of D2-receptor type neurons, which provokes the reduction of the activity of the thalamic nuclei in the indirect
pathway. Depending on the level of dopamine, the striatum triggers different pathways.
There is also a hyperdirect pathway which bypasses the striatum and connects the cortex to the GPi via the STN. The
hyperdirect pathway is critical for suppressing erroneous movements. When it fails, patients are unable to inhibit unwanted
motor patterns and cause involuntary movements, which results in a condition known as hemiballismus [47]. The hyperdirect
pathway message can be translated as “hold your horses” as it is suggested in [24]. The main connections are shown in Figure
1.
Now, we relate the activity of the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia to some key working memory processes.
Although we do not associate the hyperdirect pathway of the basal ganglia with a specific operation in the working memory
4directly, we consider the connections which form the hyperdirect pathway as important internal regulatory mechanisms within
the proposed network model. The interpretations that we make sets the basis for the mathematical-computational model of the
working memory network that we propose in this work. We consider three main operations in the working memory: loading,
maintenance and clearance of information. These operations are related to basal ganglia’s pathways and subcortical background
oscillations in the following way.
• Loading of Information through the Direct Pathway. In the direct pathway, cortical cells project excitatory inputs to
the striatum and by the overabundance of dopamine, D1-receptor-type neurons get activated while the activity of D2-
receptor type neurons is reduced. Active D1-type neurons, in turn, project inhibitory activation onto the neurons of the
GPi/SNr. The GPi/SNr neurons project directly onto the thalamus. The striatal inhibition of the GPi is coupled with the
disinhibition of the thalamus. The result is a reduction of the inhibition of the thalamus via the striatum. The thalamus
projects excitatory glutamatergic neurons to the cortex itself. The direct pathway, therefore, results in a net excitation
of the cortex by the thalamus. When the direct pathway is more active, it transmits a “Go” signal to the corresponding
region. This signal temporarily disables the recurrent connections in the prefrontal cortex and interrupts the currently
maintained representation [18], [2]. In our model, the update or loading of information during working memory tasks
is associated to the dominance of the direct pathway activity which is triggered by an external input received in the
posterior cortex. If this information is needed to be loaded, the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) releases dopamine
to the striatum. This release enhances the activation of D1-receptor-type neurons in the striatum. Consequently, the direct
pathway becomes dominant over the indirect pathway. The activation of D1-receptor-type neurons in the striatum triggers
the beta-gamma-frequency band oscillations in the thalamus. This allows the prefrontal cortex to have a stable active state
which corresponds to the loading of information in working memory [22]. This scenario is represented in Figure 2.
Loading/Update
Beta-gamma-band
activitygenerat ed
(13-120Hz )
Fig. 2. Loading of information via the direct pathway of the basal ganglia. Cortical excitation through the thalamus ‘opens the gates’ and allows new
information to be loaded. Information is stored temporarily thanks to the steady and high frequency activity of cortical pyramidal neurons that is supported
by the thalamic excitation. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
• Maintenance of Information through the Indirect Pathway. In our model, the maintenance of information starts at
the D2-receptor type neurons in the striatum through the indirect pathway. Once they are stimulated by the cortex and
with dopamine depletion, striatal D2-type neurons project inhibitory axons onto the neurons of the GPe, which tonically
inhibits the STN. This inhibition of the GPe by the striatum results in the net reduction of the inhibition on the STN.
The STN, in turn, projects excitatory inputs to the GPi, which inhibits the thalamus. The result is the inhibition of the
thalamus and, therefore, a decrease of the stimulation of the prefrontal cortex by the thalamus. This scenario gives rise
to thalamic theta-frequency band activity.
Maintenance
Theta-band
activity generated
(4-8 Hz)
Fig. 3. Maintenance of information is achieved by a depletion of the dopaminergic effect on D2-receptor type neurons via the indirect pathway of the basal
ganglia. Dopamine depletion results in the excitation of the GPi, which in turn, inhibits the thalamus. The thalamus presents theta-frequency band oscillations
and is incapable of causing a persistent spiking activity in the cortical neurons. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to
inhibitory connections.
In this case, the activity of the thalamus is insufficient to change the ongoing activity in the prefrontal cortex. Consequently,
the prefrontal cortex exhibits robust active maintenance by its recurrent connections as given in Figure 3. Moreover, if
there is no information to maintain in the working memory, the indirect pathway prevents new representations from being
5loaded [22]. The indirect pathway encodes a “No-Go” signal that protects prefrontal cortex representations by preventing
new contents from being loaded [18], [2].
• Clearance of Information through the Direct and Indirect Pathways. In working memory, clearance of information is
achieved by updating the maintained information or by a temporal decay of existing information. No specific pathway of
the basal ganglia is used for clearance. In the model proposed here, this will correspond to the resting state of the basal
ganglia when there is no dopamine release or depletion, which is shown in Figure 4. In this case, the alpha-frequency
band activity in the thalamus will cause the information to be cleared. There are some EEG studies showing that the
thalamus at resting state presents alpha-frequency band activity [34], [49]. By integrating these studies with the role of the
basal ganglia in working memory, clearance should be a result of the balance between the direct and indirect pathways,
with the basal ganglia in a resting state [16], [15].
Alpha-band
activitygenerat ed
(8-13Hz )
Clearance
Fig. 4. Clearance of information by a resting state of the basal ganglia and its effect on the direct and indirect pathways. Basal ganglia does not employ a
specific pathway to convey the information. In other words, there is no dopaminergic regulation over the system. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory
connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
III. RELEVANT COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES
In this section, three different computational models that have inspired our work will be explained. The first model is the
work of Frank et al. [22], which provides a general and well-defined basal ganglia’s architecture. In our work, we followed
the connectivity of the basal ganglia’s model given in [22]. We will also integrate the striatum model proposed by Humphries
et al. [28]. This model is of special interest for our study since it includes the dopamine regulation and its effect on the basal
ganglia circuit. We will also consider the novel approach of [20] for the interaction between the basal ganglia and the prefrontal
cortex. In this paper, the thalamus is considered as the source of background oscillations during working memory tasks.
The model presented in [22] may be classified as a connectionist model according to its neural plausibility and population
architecture. It presents the basal ganglia circuitry as a mechanism that enables cortex functions to take place at appropriate
time. In other words, the basal ganglia decide ‘when to do’ and the cortex knows ‘what to do’. Here, a computational framework
is proposed to explain how these subsystems work in harmony and enable working memory to process information in real time.
They use the 12-AX cognitive task to test the robust maintenance mechanism of the cortex and the gating-like function of the
basal ganglia. The model operates according to point neurons and rate-coded output activations. Different parts of the cortex
and the basal ganglia are modelled with a hierarchically-organised stripe-like architecture, where every stripe corresponds to
an individually-updated region. Even though simulations start with predetermined parameters, the error-driven and associative
learning mechanism enables the model to be self-governing. As a result of this study, the prefrontal cortex maintenance
mechanism boosts activation due to its excitatory ion channels which are able to keep the activation without any stimulation.
Furthermore, the basal ganglia are shown to be able to switch on/off the maintenance mechanism.
Another model that has motivated our work is the one proposed in [28]. This paper focuses on the striatal microcircuit and
its role in signal processing and action selection. In this paper, biologically plausible models of MSNs and striatal interneurons
are given. The proposed neuron models in [28] are able to reproduce the effect of dopamine on striatal neurons with D1 and
D2-receptor type. As in [22], the model gives rate-coded output activations. During action selection, the model enhances the
difference between the cortical inputs to allow the basal ganglia to select between competing informations. Another important
aspect of this model is that it considers gap junctions in the fast-spiking interneurons in the striatum. In our model, we use
the dynamics of the MSNs and fast-spiking interneurons as given in [28]. We prefer to use these neuron models as they have
a well-defined dopamine sensitivity, which is crucial for our model.
The last model that has inspired our work is the one proposed in [20]. In this paper, subcortical background activation
is considered as an input responsible to drive different processes during working memory tasks. Neurons are modelled as
quadratic integrate-and-fire point neurons and the cortical population consists of only excitatory neurons. Different frequencies
due to background activity are observed as the main gating mechanism for working memory computations. Such a flexible
gating mechanism allows information to be selectively loaded, maintained, blocked, or cleared. Different working memory
processes are identified as resting states or active states. Moreover, in [20], a bihemispheric spiking network is designed to
6explain the lateralisation of alpha frequency. It is also shown that relevant and irrelevant information are segregated in different
hemispheres according to different background input frequencies.
Inspired by these works, the model we propose here is unique in the sense that: 1) it provides a computational framework that
links the role of dopamine to working memory processes, and additionally, 2) it explains the onset of subcortical background
oscillations from the activity of the direct and indirect pathways within the basal ganglia circuit.
IV. A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE BASAL GANGLIA-THALAMO-CORTICAL NETWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
WORKING MEMORY
In this section, we propose a mathematical-computational model to reproduce the relationships between the basal ganglia’s
pathways and the working memory processes explained in previous sections. As mentioned above, we consider the following
neural populations: posterior cortex, striatum, GPe, GPi, STN, thalamus and prefrontal cortex. The activity of the GPi and the
SNr populations are integrated in the model as these two structures are considered to form the output of the basal ganglia’s circuit
[2]. Each individual neuron will be modelled as a spiking point-like neuron of the threshold-firing type. That is: they include
an auxiliary reset condition for the generation of the action potentials or spikes. All the neurons in the model are connected
according to a random graph and the probabilities both in local connections within a population, and the interconnections
between neurons of different populations are chosen in accordance to neurophysiological studies in the literature. However,
some of the connection probabilities are chosen to be higher to allow the pre-synaptic population to drive the post-synaptic
population more accurately. We also make inhibitory synaptic couplings stronger than excitatory ones to allow inhibitory
neurons to adequately regulate excitatory population behaviour.
In the rest of this section, we will describe the model by giving details of each neural population and their interconnections.
All the parameters used will be given to provide necessary information to make our results reproducible.
A. Model of the Posterior Cortex
The first neural structure to consider is the posterior cortex, where sensory information – represented by an external input
– arrives. The external input represents the information that would be loaded or maintained for future use during working
memory tasks, or cleared if the information is already in the working memory. The model of the posterior cortex consists
of two neural populations: excitatory (glutamatergic neurons with NMDA receptors) and inhibitory (GABAergic). We choose
the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory neurons to be 4:1. This ratio is determined by the anatomy of a mammalian cortex [45].
The excitatory NMDA receptors for glutamate stay inactive at their membrane potentials. Ion channels are mostly blocked
and prevent positively charged ions from flowing in. An incoming signal from a pre-synaptic unit releases the inhibition on
the ion channels, which excite the post-synaptic neurons. In contrast, GABAergic neurons use inhibitory neurotransmitters for
communication. They show fast responses to inputs. Fast-spiking activity allow them to have a sufficient effect on NMDA
receptors. They work as a regulatory unit within the population.
In our model, excitatory neurons of the posterior/prefrontal cortex show regular-spiking activity as most of the neurons in
the cortex have regular-spiking behaviour. When they receive a prolonged stimulus, the neurons produce some spikes with
short inter-spike period [29]. During the following stimulation, these neurons show a reduction in the firing frequency of
their spike response [9]. This is called the spike-frequency adaptation. These neurons have large spike-after-hyperpolarisations.
Consequently, even if the injected current increases, a fast-spiking behaviour cannot be observed.
For excitatory neurons, inspired by [30], dynamics for the membrane potential (vNMDApCtx ) and the recovery current
(uNMDApCtx ) for pyramidal neurons with NMDA-type receptors are described by the following equations. In the dynamical
system below, vNMDApCtx and uNMDApCtx are vectors that contain the membrane potential and the recovery currents for all
the neurons within the population of excitatory NMDA-type neurons within the posterior cortex:
C
dvNMDApCtx(t)
dt
= k
[
vNMDApCtx(t)− vr
][
vNMDApCtx(t)− vt
]− uNMDApCtx(t) + INMDApCtx(t),
duNMDApCtx(t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vNMDApCtx(t)− vr
]− uNMDApCtx(t)}, (1)
where vNMDApCtx ∈ RNNMDApCtx , uNMDApCtx ∈ RNNMDApCtx with NNMDApCtx the number of NMDA-type neurons within
the posterior cortex. C is the membrane capacitance, vr ∈ RNNMDApCtx the resting membrane potential for each neuron of the
population and vt ∈ RNNMDApCtx the instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population. All the elements
of vectors vr and vt are the same. INMDApCtx(t) ∈ RNNMDApCtx is the total synaptic current flowing into every excitatory
neuron at time t. Parameter a is the recovery time constant; k and b are derived from the single-neuron frequency-current
curve (f − I curve) by measuring the instantaneous firing-rate versus the net synaptic current. We also applied frequency
analysis to single neuron models to obtain real-like electrophysiological behaviour of the firing activity within the neurons of
the corresponding region of the brain.
7We consider the following spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vNMDApCtx and uNMDApCtx
at tpeakNMDApCtx :
for all i, if vNMDApCtx(i) ≥ vpeakNMDApCtx then
{
vNMDApCtx(i)← cNMDApCtx
uNMDApCtx(i)← uNMDApCtx(i) + dNMDApCtx
(2)
with vpeakNMDApCtx the spike cut-off value, and cNMDApCtx the voltage reset value – that is, the value of the membrane
potential immediately after the neuron fires. The parameter dNMDApCtx is tuned to achieve the desired rate of spiking output.
Responses for a single pyramidal neuron with NMDA-type receptors in the posterior cortex are given in Figure 5.
0.5s
Fig. 5. Membrane potential of a single NMDA-receptor-type neuron in the posterior cortex. In the figure at the top, a relatively low DC current is applied
to an NMDA-type neuron. After a short adaptation period, the NMDA-type neuron reduces its activity. A higher input is considered in the response shown
in the figure at the bottom. An NMDA-type neuron never gets too excited even if the injected current is amplified.
We will use similar models to equations (1)-(2) to describe the expected dynamics of GABAergic neurons of the posterior
cortex, medium spiny neurons (D1 and D2-receptor types), fast-spiking interneurons of the striatum, the thalamus, the GPi,
the GPe, the STN and the prefrontal cortex.
Inhibitory GABAergic neurons of the posterior cortex generate low-threshold spikes (LTS). These neurons can produce
high-frequency trains of action potentials [29]. Similarly to regular-spiking neurons of the cortex, LTS neurons exhibit spike-
frequency adaptation. They have a low spike threshold, which enables them to generate spikes with high frequencies, but
they may also generate instability. That is, depending on the membrane potential and the current input, they may also exhibit
regular, irregular, and burst firing [10]. LTS neurons have higher depolarised resting potentials and lower input resistances than
regular-spiking neurons [30]. Inhibition by LTS neurons prevent cortical neural populations from getting overexcited.
The dynamical evolution of the membrane potential and the recovery current for GABAergic inhibitory neurons of the
posterior cortex will follow similar equations to (1)-(2), but substituting the following variables and parameters vNMDApCtx ,
uNMDApCtx , INMDApCtx , vpeakNMDApCtx , cNMDApCtx and dNMDApCtx by vGABApCtx ∈ R
NGABApCtx , uGABApCtx ∈
RNGABApCtx , IGABApCtx ∈ RNGABApCtx , vpeakGABApCtx , cGABApCtx and dGABApCtx , respectively. The constant NGABApCtx
is the number of GABAergic-type neurons within the posterior cortex. The parameters C, k, a, vr, vt, b, c and d are different for
inhibitory and excitatory neurons. Here, the current IGABApCtx models the total synaptic input current for inhibitory neurons
in the posterior cortex. The membrane potential behaviour for a single GABAergic neuron is given in Figure 6. The parameters
used for NMDA-type and GABAergic neurons are given in Table I.
Now, we will look more closely at the synaptic currents INMDApCtx(t) and IGABApCtx(t), which are given in equations
(3) and (4), respectively:
INMDApCtx = ILocal − IpCtxGABA + Iext + IbackNMDApCtx , (3)
80.5s
Fig. 6. Membrane potential of a single GABAergic neuron in the posterior cortex. Even though a low DC current is injected to a GABAergic neuron, it may
show high firing activity. As it is observed in NMDA-type neuron dynamics, a low-threshold spiking GABAergic neuron shows spike-frequency adaptation.
TABLE I
POSTERIOR CORTEX PARAMETERS
Parameter Description NMDA Receptor GABA Receptor
N Number of neurons 80 20
C Capacitance 50pF 25pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -55mV -56mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -45mV -42mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 0.2 0.2
a ” 0.13 0.03
b ” -1.5 2
c ” -50 -50
d ” 60 2
vpeak Spike threshold 30mV 40mV
ηext External input frequency 40 -
ηbackground Background input frequency 5 5
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 14000 5000
IGABApCtx = IpCtxNMDA − I∗Local + IbackGABApCtx . (4)
In order to explain these synaptic currents, we will describe how the internal and external connections of the posterior cortex
are modelled, following the summary of connections given in Figure 7.
Posterior 
Cortex
80% NMDA receptors 20% GABA receptors
External Input 
(Sensory Information)
ILocal ILocal
I gabapCtx
Iext
*
I NMDApCtx
20%
20% 20%
20%
pCtxI NMDAD1
pCtxI NMDAD2
pCtxI NMDAFSIs
pCtxI NMDASTN
pCtxI NMDAThl
45%
45% 30%
20% 20%
Fig. 7. The posterior cortex consists of excitatory (glutamatergic with NMDA receptors) and inhibitory (GABAergic) populations of neurons. Glutamatergic
neurons show regular-spiking patterns, while GABAergic neurons have a low-threshold spiking activity. Excitatory neurons receive signals from recurrent
connections which come again from excitatory and inhibitory neurons of the posterior cortex. The external stimulus is sent to excitatory neurons. Inhibitory
neurons receive signals from local connections and excitatory neurons. Inhibitory neurons do not receive/send any signal from/out of the posterior cortex.
Excitatory neurons send signals to five different targets, namely: medium spiny neurons (D1 and D2), fast-spiking interneurons in striatum (FSIs), the
subthalamic nucleus (STN, hyperdirect pathway input) and the thalamus. The percentage values indicate the connection probabilities of considered connections.
For the posterior cortex, all the internal neurons are connected to each other with a probability of 20%. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections,
and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
Figure 7 shows the connections of the posterior cortex with their connection probabilities. In this section, we will give
9details for the pre-synaptic inputs for the excitatory NMDA-receptor-type neurons. That is, we will explain how we compute
INMDApCtx . Input IGABApCtx is calculated in a similar way to INMDApCtx .
In equation (3), Iext represents the external incoming sensory information which will be loaded, maintained or ignored
during working memory tasks, according to a subcortical decision. The external incoming sensory stimulus is only applied
to the posterior cortex, specifically, to the NMDA-receptor-type population. The input triggers the activation of the posterior
cortex. Striatal neurons receive this cortical activity and if the direct pathway in the basal ganglia is dominant, this stimulus
may cause an activation in the prefrontal cortex. If the indirect pathway is dominant, the update of the external stimulus is not
considered.
The input IbackNMDApCtx in equation (3) represents the random background activity of the MDA-receptor-type population
in the posterior cortex. A background input is applied to all the populations of neurons, and is calculated separately for each of
them. There are two main reasons to use a background input. First, the populations in the model do not only receive signals from
the populations considered in the basal ganglia’s circuit, but they also receive signals from other brain areas, and this activity is
represented by the background input. Furthermore, the background input provides the possibility to reach the threshold needed
for the activation of populations and to allow them to have a random firing activity in the absence of any other input. The
background and the external inputs are modelled as random values generated with a Poisson probability distribution. However,
there are two differences between them. The external stimulus, which corresponds to sensory information, is a temporary
signal. Consequently, it has to be applied for a short-time interval. Therefore, in the simulations, this stimulus is only injected
between 25-75ms. On the other hand, the background input is applied during the total duration of the simulation. Another
difference between these two inputs is their frequency. Since the external input represents sensory stimuli, it is sensible and
efficient to start activity in NMDA-type neurons. For this reason, the external input Iext is modelled as an input with a higher
frequency than the background input.
Poisson probability distributions provide a good description for irregularities in neurons’ spike times. This formulation
generates the probability density of a single-spike train. With a Poisson probability distribution, each spike is generated
independently from other spikes with an instantaneous firing rate, and these generated spikes are used as an input. Thus, the
background and the external inputs can be thought as the firing rate of a pre-synaptic population. In the simulations, both inputs
are calculated using the poissrnd command from the Statistics Toolbox of MATLAB. This function returns the value of a
number of spikes which will be used as the background or the external input for each time step and each neuron. The parameter
η describes the firing rate for the background and the external inputs. The parameter values are given in the parameter tables
for each population as ηext and ηbackground. Both IbackNMDApCtx and Iext are vectors of dimension NNMDApCtx , and each
element of them corresponds to the input of each neuron of the population.
The currents IpCtxGABA and ILocal are also vectors of dimension NNMDApCtx . The current IpCtxGABA models the contribu-
tion of inhibitory GABAergic neurons to NMDA-receptor-type neurons within the posterior cortex, and ILocal is the recurrent
activity of excitatory NMDA-receptor-type neurons in the posterior cortex. Recurrent activity of a neural population is crucial,
especially for robust maintenance of self-sustained persistent neural activity. These synaptic input currents are calculated with
the following expressions:
ILocal(t) =
∑
tn
rSNMDApCtxδV (t− tn),
IpCtxGABA(t) =
∑
t∗n
rS∗pCtxGABAδ
∗
V (t− t∗n).
(5)
The parameter r is a random number which is generated uniformly in the interval [0, 1], δV (t− tn) is a vector of dimension
NNMDApCtx × 1 with each element a Dirac delta function δ(t − tn) that results in the incremental increase of ILocal at
each spike time tn of a pre-synaptic NMDA-receptor-type neuron in the posterior cortex, and δ∗V (t − t∗n) is a vector of
dimension NGABApCtx × 1 with each element a Dirac delta function δ(t − t∗n) that results in the incremental increase of
IpCtxGABA at each spike time t
∗
n of a pre-synaptic GABAergic neuron of the posterior cortex. The dynamical connections
between the pre-synaptic neuron population and the post-synaptic neuron population are represented by the connection matrices
SNMDApCtx ∈ RNNMDApCtx×NNMDApCtx and S∗pCtxGABA ∈ R
NNMDApCtx×NGABApCtx . We note that, in our model, for the
case of an NMDA-type excitatory neuron of the posterior cortex (post-synaptic neuron here), the pre-synaptic neuron that may
fire can belong to two populations of neurons, namely: NMDA-type neurons of the posterior cortex and GABAergic inhibitory
neurons of the posterior cortex.
Let us consider the computation of the input ILocal in equation (5) for NMDA-type neurons of the posterior cortex. In
this case, each element (i, j) of the connection matrix SNMDApCtx is the synaptic strength between the i pre-synaptic
NMDA-receptor-type neuron that has fired at time tn and the j post-synaptic NMDA-receptor-type neuron. The elements
SNMDApCtx(i, j), for all (i, j) ∈ NNMDApCtx × NNMDApCtx such that i = j, are considered 0 to indicate that it is not
possible to have a connection between a neuron and itself. With an abuse of notation each SNMDApCtx(i, j) will be denoted
by sNMDApCtx and be referred to as synaptic strength. More details on how the connection matrices are built and how they
evolve during the simulation are given in Section IV-H. We consider each synaptic strength sNMDApCtx as a dynamically
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changing variable, obtained in the following manner for every time a pre-synaptic neuron (an NMDA-type neuron of the
posterior cortex) fires at time tn:
• For every n, if tn 6= tpeakNMDApCtx :
dsNMDApCtx(t)
dt
= −sNMDApCtx(t)
τNMDApCtx
. (6)
• For every n, if tn = tpeakNMDApCtx :
dsNMDApCtx(t)
dt
= −sNMDApCtx(t)
τNMDApCtx
+ JincNMDApCtxωδ(t− tn), (7)
where tpeakNMDApCtx is the time an NMDA-type excitatory neuron of the posterior cortex fires, τNMDApCtx is a decaying-
effect constant in the dynamical synaptic strength which is given in Table I as τ . JincNMDApCtx ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter which
is the same for each neuron within the same population, and ω is a parameter with a value between 0 and 1 randomly assigned
every time the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic neurons spike simultaneously. Thus, the value of sNMDApCtx is changed
with JincNMDApCtx and w. In our dynamical connections, the synaptic strength between two connected neurons decays over
time if their firing times do not coincide, but it increases whenever their firing times coincide. These parameters, which define
the connection dynamics, are given in Table VIII.
In an analogous way, we compute each element of the connection matrix S∗pCtxGABA . That is, the synaptic strengths
s∗pCtxGABA between the pre-synaptic GABAergic neurons of the posterior cortex and the post-synaptic NMDA-type neurons
of the posterior cortex are calculated with the following differential equations:
• For every n, if t∗n 6= tpeakNMDApCtx :
dspCtxGABA(t)
dt
= −spCtxGABA(t)
τNMDApCtx
. (8)
• For every n, if t∗n = tpeakNMDApCtx :
dspCtxGABA(t)
dt
= −spCtxGABA(t)
τNMDApCtx
+ J∗incNMDApCtxω
∗δ(t− t∗n), (9)
For the computation of IGABApCtx , in equation (4), the term IpCtxNMDA represents the contribution of NMDA-type
excitatory neurons of the posterior cortex to GABAergic inhibitory neurons of the posterior cortex; I∗Local and IbackGABApCtx
are the recurrent activity and background activity of GABAergic inhibitory neurons of the posterior cortex, respectively.
IbackGABApCtx is obtained from random values generated with a Poisson probability distribution. The synaptic input currents
IpCtxNMDA and I
∗
Local are obtained in an analogous way as (5), (6) and (7), substituting NMDA by GABA and considering
appropriate dimensions of the involved vectors and matrices depending on the number of neurons of the population of
GABAergic neurons and the population of pre-synaptic neurons.
B. Model of the Striatum
The striatum is the input structure of the basal ganglia circuit [1]. Functionally, the striatum is responsible for the coordination
of simple body movements and for the processing of information in complex cognitive processes [48]. The cortical mantle
projects onto the striatum. This cortical information is processed within the striatum and passed through the direct and indirect
pathways to the output nuclei of the basal ganglia [12].
The proposed model of the striatum consists of three different populations: D1-receptor type neurons, D2-receptor type
neurons and fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs). D1 and D2-receptor type neurons are medium spiny projection neurons (MSNs).
MSNs are GABAergic inhibitory cells and account for nearly the 95% of the total population of striatal neurons [32]. MSNs
are the main target of the neurotransmitter dopamine, most of which is supplied by the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc)
[37].
Striatal interneurons represent local GABAergic interneurons which are also known as fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs) [35].
They form the main inhibitory input to the MSNs and provide a winner-takes-all mechanism for MSNs [38]. When the direct
pathway is needed to be dominant over the indirect pathway, FSIs GABAergic input to the D2-receptor-type neurons is scaled
up to favour the direct pathway. In a similar way, when the indirect pathway is dominant, FSIs inhibit D1-type receptor MSNs
activity more than D2-type MSNs. By maintaining or releasing their inhibitory output on MSNs, FSIs influence the entire
output of the circuit. FSIs reflect the MSN-D1-type dynamics on their membrane potentials and exhibit fast-spiking patterns
[14].
Striatal neurons also receive inhibitory inputs from the GPe. D1-receptor type neurons provide inhibitory feedback to the
GPi so that the direct pathway is favoured. D2-receptor type neurons project onto the GPe for the indirect pathway to be
dominant. Other striatal inputs are originated by local recurrent neural activity. In Figure 8, we present the populations of
neurons considered in our model of the striatum.
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Fig. 8. The striatum consists of three different neural populations: D1-receptor type neurons, D2-receptor type neurons and fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs).
D1 and D2-receptor type neurons are medium spiny neurons (MSNs). D1 and D2-receptor type neurons receive cortical inputs from excitatory neurons of the
posterior cortex. Other inputs are the inhibitory contributions from the GPe, the FSIs and local recurrent connections. FSIs have direct input from excitatory
neurons of the posterior cortex and from local recurrent connections. MSNs have two main targets: outputs from D1-MSNs to the GPi (as part of the direct
pathway) and outputs from D2-MSNs to the GPe (as part of the indirect pathway). The percentage values indicate connection probabilities of considered
connections. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
Inspired by [28] and [30], the dynamics for the membrane potential (vD1 ) and the recovery current (uD1 ) for striatal MSNs
with D1-type receptors are:
C
dvD1(t)
dt
= k
[
vD1(t)− vr
][
vD1(t)− vt
]− uD1(t) + ID1(t) + φ1gDA[vD1(t)− EDA],
duD1(t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vD1(t)− vr
]− uD1(t)}, (10)
where vD1 ∈ RND1 , uD1 ∈ RND1 with ND1 the number of MSNs with D1-type receptors within the striatum. C is the
membrane capacitance, vr ∈ RND1 the resting membrane potential for each neuron of the population and vt ∈ RND1 the
instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population. All the elements of vectors vr and vt are the same.
ID1(t) ∈ RND1 is the total synaptic current flowing into every neuron at time t. Parameter a is the recovery time constant;
k and b are derived from the single-neuron frequency-current curve (f − I curve) by measuring the instantaneous firing-rate
versus the net synaptic current. The constant φ1 ∈ [0, 1] expresses the proportion of active dopamine D1-type receptors and is
important in our model for the dominance of the the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia. Values of φ1 close to
1 result in over activation of D1-type receptors by modulating both cortical input (see equation for I∗pCtxNMDAD1
(t) below)
and the membrane potential dynamics. For D2-type receptors, we use the constant φ2 ∈ [0, 1], which appears in the membrane
potential dynamics for MSNs with D2-type receptors (equation (13)). The higher the value of φ2 is, the more inhibition in D2
receptors is produced. φ1 and φ2 can be interpreted as input control parameters. In this work, they are considered as constants
that are varied to show different dominant states in the network. EDA ∈ RND1 and gDA ∈ R is the reversal potential for each
neuron of the population and the conductance of dopamine regulation, respectively. All the elements of vector EDA are the
same.
The spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vD1 and uD1 at tpeakD1 :
for all i, if vD1(i) ≥ vpeakD1 then

vD1(i)← cD1
uD1(i)← uD1(i) + diD1
diD1 ← diD1(1− Lφ1)
(11)
where vpeakD1 is the spike cut-off value, cD1 is the voltage reset value – that is, the value of the membrane potential immediately
after the neuron fires, and the initial value of diD1 , ∀i = 1, . . . , ND1 , is tuned to achieve the desired rate of spiking output.
The initial value of diD1 is the same for every neuron i within the population, but as soon as the simulation starts, d
i
D1
may
change for each neuron within the population following equation (11). Finally, parameter L ∈ [0, 1] is a scaling coefficient for
the Ca2+ current effect. C, k, a, vr, vt, b, c and d play the same role within the model of each type of neuron, but they have
different values for each type of neuron.
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For the synaptic currents, we have:
ID1(t) = I
∗
pCtxNMDAD1
(t)− ILocal(t)− (1− β1φ1)IFSIsD1 (t)− IGPeD1 (t) + IbackD1 (t),
I∗pCtxNMDAD1
(t) = (1 + β1φ1)IpCtxNMDAD1
(t).
(12)
All the currents in (12) are vectors of dimension ND1 . The current IpCtxNMDAD1
models the excitatory contribution of
pyramidal neurons with NMDA-receptors from the posterior cortex, IFSIsD1 the inhibitory contribution from FSIs in the
striatum, IGPeD1 the inhibitory contribution from GPe neurons, and IbackD1 the random background input to the D1-MSN
population. IbackD1 is obtained from random values generated with a Poisson probability distribution; in this manner, we
can induce random neuronal spike trains in our model. ILocal models the recurrent activity of MSNs with D1-type receptors.
β1 ∈ (0, 1] is a scaling coefficient of the dopamine’s effect. Each synaptic input current IpCtxNMDAD1 , IFSIsD1 , IGPeD1 , ILocal
is obtained in an analogous way as in (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx
by sD1 , tpeakD1 , τD1 and JincD1 , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending
on the number of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
For MSNs with D2-type receptors, the dynamics for the membrane potential (vD2 ) and the recovery current (uD2 ) are
considered as:
C
dvD2(t)
dt
= k(1− αφ2)
[
vD2(t)− vr
][
vD2(t)− vt
]− uD2(t) + ID2(t),
duD2(t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vD2(t)− vr
]− uD2(t)}, (13)
where vD2 ∈ RND2 , uD2 ∈ RND2 with ND2 the number of MSNs with D2-type receptors within the striatum, vr ∈ RND2
is the resting membrane potential for each neuron of the population and vt ∈ RND2 is the instantaneous threshold potential
for each neuron of the population. All the elements of vectors vr and vt are the same. Furthermore, α ∈ (0, 1] is a scaling
coefficient of the dopamine’s effect on MSN-D2 neurons.
We consider the following spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vD2 and uD2 at tpeakD2 :
for all i, if vD2(i) ≥ vpeakD2 then
{
vD2(i)← cD2
uD2(i)← uD2(i) + dD2
(14)
The input current ID2 ∈ RND2 is defined as:
ID2(t) = I
∗
pCtxNMDAD2
(t)− I∗Local(t)− (1 + β2φ2)IFSIsD2 (t)− IGPeD2 (t) + IbackD2 (t),
I∗pCtxNMDAD2
(t) = IpCtxNMDAD2
(t)(1− β2φ2).
(15)
All the currents in (15) are vectors of dimension ND2 . The current IpCtxNMDAD2
models the excitatory contribution of
pyramidal neurons with NMDA-receptors from the posterior cortex, IFSIsD2 models the inhibitory contribution from FSIs
in the striatum, IGPeD2 represents the inhibitory contribution from GPe neurons, and IbackD2 denotes the random excitatory
background input to the striatal D2-MSNs. IbackD2 is obtained from random values generated with a Poisson probability
distribution. I∗Local models the recurrent activity of MSNs with D2-type receptors. β2 ∈ (0, 1] is a scaling coefficient of the
dopamine’s effect. Each synaptic input current IpCtxNMDAD2 , IFSIsD2 , IGPeD2 , I
∗
Local is obtained in an analogous way as in
equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sD2 , tpeakD2 , τD2 and
JincD2 , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending on the number of neurons
of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
Finally, the dynamics of FSIs are described by:
C
dvFSI(t)
dt
= k
[
vFSI(t)− vr(1− µφ1)
][
vFSI(t)− vt
]− uFSI(t) + IFSI(t),
duFSI(t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vFSI(t)− vr
]− uFSI(t)}, (16)
where vFSI ∈ RNFSI , uFSI ∈ RNFSI with NFSI the number of FSIs within the striatum, vr ∈ RNFSI is the resting
membrane potential for each neuron of the population and vt ∈ RNFSI is the instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron
of the population. All the elements of vectors vr and vt are the same. µ ∈ (0, 1] is a scaling coefficient of the dopamine’s
effect on FSIs. The parameter φ1 is the same as the one for D1-type MSNs.
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Fig. 9. Membrane potential of a single MSN in the striatum (for both D1 and D2-receptor-type neurons). Without a stimulation, an MSN stays silent with
a hyperpolarised membrane potential. When a low DC current is applied (figure at the top), the MSN shows spike latencies, and a sufficient cortical input is
needed to cause a response. In the figure at the bottom, a relatively high current is applied and the MSN reduces the latency time and shows a direct response
to input current.
We consider the following spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vFSI and uFSI at tpeakFSI :
for all i, if vFSI(i) ≥ vpeakFSI then
{
vFSI(i)← cFSI
uFSI(i)← uFSI(i) + dFSI
(17)
The input current IFSI ∈ RNFSI is defined as:
IFSI(t) = IpCtxNMDAFSIs (t)− I∗∗Local(t) + IbackFSIs(t),
I∗∗Local(t) = I
FSI
Local(t)(1− φ2).
(18)
All the currents in (18) are vectors of dimension NFSI . The current IpCtxNMDAFSIs models the excitatory contribution of
pyramidal neurons with NMDA-receptors from the posterior cortex, and IbackFSIs represents the background activity in the
FSIs, which is obtained by using a Poisson probability distribution. IFSILocal models the recurrent activity of FSIs.  ∈ (0, 1] is a
scaling coefficient of the dopamine’s effect. Each synaptic input current IpCtxNMDAFSIs , I
FSI
Local is obtained in an analogous way
as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sFSI , tpeakFSI ,
τFSI and JincFSI , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending on the number
of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
The values for the parameters for striatal medium spiny neurons and fast-spiking interneurons used in our model are given
in Table II.
The dynamical behaviour of the membrane potential for a single MSN and a single FSI obtained by our proposed model
for these neurons for parameters of Table II is given in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.
C. Model of the GPe
The GPe only has connections within the basal ganglia. Consequently, the GPe can be considered responsible for the internal
regulation of the basal ganglia. Although the intrinsic properties of the GPe neurons are not well understood, they are shown
to have fast-spiking activity. Since most of the afferents of the GPe are inhibitory connections, the GPe should still be capable
of having activity within the population.
The GPe has one excitatory connection from the STN (ISTNGPe) which is related to the hyperdirect pathway regulation. It
has also inhibitory inputs from the GPi and D2-type MSNs (ID2GPe) as a part of the indirect pathway. Moreover, the GPe has
recurrent connections. Since the GPe has only inhibitory neurons, the recurrent connections (ILocal) provide inhibitory inputs.
In turn, GPe sends information to all the basal ganglia nuclei, providing an internal regulatory mechanism.
The dynamics for neurons of the GPe are described with the same equations as in (1)-(2) substituting vNMDApCtx ,
uNMDApCtx , INMDApCtx , vpeakNMDApCtx , cNMDApCtx and dNMDApCtx by vGPe, uGPe, IGPe, vpeakGPe , cGPe and dGPe,
respectively. Now, vGPe ∈ RNGPe , uGPe ∈ RNGPe , IGPe ∈ RNGPe with NGPe the number of neurons within the GPe.
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TABLE II
STRIATUM PARAMETERS
Parameter Description MSN D1 MSN D2 FSIs
N Number of neurons 100 100 100
C Capacitance 70pF 70pF 30pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -70mV -70mV -55mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -40mV -40mV -40mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 0.25 0.25 1
a ” 0.02 0.02 0.45
b ” 5 5 -2
c ” -65 -65 -55
d ” 0.1 0.1 2
vpeak Spike threshold 35mV 35mV 25mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 5 5 5
L Scaling coefficient of Ca2+ current effect 0.731 - -
α Sensitivity to injection current - 0.932 -
gDA Conductance of dopamine 13.7 - -
EDA Reversal potential of dopamine for each neuron of the population -68.4 - -
φ (Direct Pathway/Indirect Pathway) Dopamine receptor occupancy 0.85/0.3 0.7/0.3 -
β Scaling coefficient of dopamine effect 0.850 0.656 -
 Scaling coefficient of local input - - 0.525
µ Scaling coefficient of reset membrane potential - - 0.15
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 10000 10000 5000
0.5s
Fig. 10. Membrane potential of a single FSI in the striatum. FSIs can present fast-spiking activity when stimulated. Their behaviour is distinct from a
fast-spiking regime in a LTS neuron. The fast-spiking neuron generates spikes more periodically without frequency-spike adaption.
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Fig. 11. The GPe is a key unit for the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia which receives inputs from striatal D2-type MSNs. As all the populations,
the GPe neurons receive local inputs from its recurrent connections. A decrease in dopamine release makes D2-type MSNs to be dominant, which inhibits
the GPe. This results in the disinhibition of the STN and the inhibition of the thalamus. The GPe also receives glutamatergic inputs from the STN. In the
absence of STN inputs, the activation of these units are expected to be reduced 50%. Reciprocal connections between the STN and the GPe are thought to be
important for the regulation of the hyperdirect pathway of the basal ganglia. Inhibitory inputs from the GPe inhibits the STN and reduces the activity of the
hyperdirect pathway. The GPe does not produce any signal that flows out of the basal ganglia. This enables the GPe to have an effect on each population of
the basal ganglia. It projects to the GPi, the STN, and the D1 and D2-type MSNs. The probabilities of the considered connections are given with percentages.
The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
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The input current IGPe is defined as:
IGPe(t) = ISTNGPe(t)− ID2GPe(t)− IGPiGPe(t)− ILocal(t) + IbackGPe(t). (19)
All the currents in (19) are vectors of dimension NGPe. The current ISTNGPe models the excitatory contribution of neurons
from the STN, ID2GPe is the inhibitory contribution of D2-type MSNs from the striatum, IGPiGPe is the inhibitory contribution
from the GPi and IbackGPe is the random background activity in the GPe, which is obtained by using a Poisson probability
distribution. ILocal models the recurrent activity of the neurons of the GPe. All the connections within the GPe are given in
Figure 11. Each synaptic input current z (where z is one of STNGPe, D2GPe, GPiGPe, Local) is obtained in an analogous way
as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sGPe, tpeakGPe ,
τGPe and JincGPe , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending on the number
of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
The membrane potential of a single neuron of the GPe is shown in Figure 12. The values of the parameters used for this
simulation are given in Table III.
TABLE III
GPE PARAMETERS
Parameter Description GPe
N Number of neurons 100
C Capacitance 5pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -55mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -45mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 0.5
a ” 0.4
b ” 10
c ” -50
d ” 100
vpeak Spike threshold 25mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 5
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 1000
0.5s
Fig. 12. Membrane potential of a single neuron of the GPe. As in FSIs, the GPe neurons may show high-frequency activity. The GPe consists of active
inhibitory neurons. The single-neuron dynamics are considered in such way so that the GPe neurons can show activity even under the influence of the inhibitory
inputs from the GPi and the D2-type MSNs. The model is also able to show transitions between tonic and bursting activity.
D. Model of the GPi
The GPi is the output nucleus of the basal ganglia. The activity in the GPi is important for our model since it regulates the
activity of the thalamus. The GPi works as a breaking mechanism for thalamic neurons. Due to the fact that the GPi has only
inhibitory neurons, the inhibition of the thalamic cells results in the excitation of the thalamus.
Both the GPe and the GPi are autonomous pacemakers capable of generating fast-spiking activity, even in the absence of
excitatory inputs. The main difference between the firing patterns of the GPe and the GPi neurons is that the GPi neurons
show a higher frequency activity (see Figure 14).
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Fig. 13. The GPi receives inputs from the STN, the GPe and the striatal D1-type MSNs. The STN projects in two different ways to the GPi. First, when the
STN is stimulated by a cortical input, it projects to the GPi with a dominant activity in the hyperdirect pathway. Second, the GPi receives an increased input
from the STN when the indirect pathway is dominant, providing an extra excitation to the GPi neurons, which results in a reduction of the activity of the
thalamus. When the direct pathway is dominant, the GPi receives an inhibitory input from striatal D1-type MSNs. This input reduces the GPi’s activity and
results in the excitation of the thalamus. The GPi also receives signals from the GPe, which works as a regulatory mechanism for the GPi. The input current
ILocal represents the inhibitory recurrent connections. The inhibitory GPi signals affect the thalamic cells and the GPe. The probabilities of the connections
considered are given by percentages. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
The dynamics for neurons of the GPi are described with the same equations as in (1)-(2) substituting vNMDApCtx ,
uNMDApCtx , INMDApCtx , vpeakNMDApCtx , cNMDApCtx and dNMDApCtx by vGPi, uGPi, IGPi, vpeakGPi , cGPi and dGPi.
In this case, vGPi ∈ RNGPi , uGPi ∈ RNGPi , IGPi ∈ RNGPi with NGPi the number of neurons within the GPi.
The input current IGPi is defined as:
IGPi(t) = ISTNGPi(t)− ID1GPi(t)− IGPeGPi(t)− ILocal(t) + IbackGPi(t). (20)
All the currents in (20) are vectors of dimension NGPi. The current ISTNGPi models the excitatory contribution of neurons
from the STN, ID1GPi is the inhibitory contribution of D1-type MSNs from the striatum, IGPeGPi is the regulatory and
inhibitory input from the GPe and IbackGPi is the background activity in the GPi, which is obtained with a Poisson probability
distribution. ILocal models the recurrent activity of the neurons of the GPi. The main connections of the GPi considered
in our model are depicted in Figure 13. Each synaptic input current ISTNGPi , ID1GPi , IGPeGPi , ILocal is obtained in an
analogous way as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by
sGPi, tpeakGPi , τGPi and JincGPi , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending
on the number of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
Typical values for the parameters for GPi neurons are given in Table IV.
TABLE IV
GPI PARAMETERS
Parameter Description GPi
N Number of neurons 100
C Capacitance 9pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -55mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -45mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 1
a ” 3
b ” -2
c ” -55
d ” 150
vpeak Spike threshold 20mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 4
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 20000
The membrane potential for a single GPi neuron obtained from the model presented above and for the parameters of Table
IV is shown in Figure 14.
E. Model of the STN
The STN plays an important role in movement control [56]. Most of the projections between the nuclei of the basal ganglia
are inhibitory as the projections in the striatum, the GPi and the GPe [23]. However, the STN projects excitatory glutamatergic
outputs to its target nuclei. Another key feature of the STN is that it receives direct inputs from the cortex, bypassing the
striatum, and is an integral part of the hyperdirect pathway of the basal ganglia [14].
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Fig. 14. Membrane potential of a typical single neuron of the GPi. The neurons in the GPi are highly active in order to provide enough inhibition to thalamic
cells. GPi neurons have similar firing properties to GPe neurons, except that they have a higher firing activity.
In a healthy brain, there are three main different firing patterns of a neuron of the STN. In the absence of synaptic stimulation,
the cells of the STN fire spontaneously. However, by an increased injection, these cells are capable of transiently firing at
high frequencies. A nonlinearity is also observed in in vivo recordings; this suggests that when the membrane potential of an
STN cell is hyperpolarised below −65mV, it can be transiently depolarised [55]. Furthermore, as observed in patients with
Parkinson’s disease, the STN neurons generate a burst of spikes [55].
The dynamics for neurons of the STN are described with the same equations as in (1)-(2) substituting vNMDApCtx ,
uNMDApCtx , INMDApCtx , vpeakNMDApCtx , cNMDApCtx and dNMDApCtx by vSTN , uSTN , ISTN , vpeakSTN , cSTN and dSTN .
In this case, vSTN ∈ RNSTN , uSTN ∈ RNSTN , ISTN ∈ RNSTN with NSTN the number of neurons within the STN.
To allow STN neurons to represent depolarisation when they are hyperpolarised under a certain potential value, we define
two different values for parameter b in equation (1), which will be different for each neuron i of the STN:{
if vSTN (i) ≤ vbSTN then b = 0.485,
if vSTN (i) > vbSTN then b = 0.265,
(21)
where the constant vbSTN is the bursting threshold for STN neurons.
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Fig. 15. The STN receives direct inputs from the posterior cortex and is an integral part of the hyperdirect pathway of the basal ganglia. The STN receives
inhibitory afferents from the GPe. This projection from the GPe can be interpreted in two different ways. On the one hand, the inhibitory signal from the
GPe is part of the indirect pathway. This inhibitory contribution may be insufficient to suppress the activity of the STN, which results in the excitation of the
GPi. On the other hand, the STN provides excitatory feedback to the GPe and the excitation of the GPe, in turn, inhibits the STN. Consequently, a balance
is established between the GPe and the STN. Finally, the STN receives excitatory local inputs from recurrent connections. The STN excites the GPi and the
GPe. The probabilities of the considered connections are given by percentages. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to
inhibitory connections.
The input current ISTN is defined as:
ISTN (t) = IpCtxNMDASTN
(t)− IGPeSTN (t) + ILocal(t) + IbackSTN (t). (22)
All the currents in (22) are vectors of dimension NSTN . The current IpCtxNMDASTN models the excitatory contribution of
neurons from the posterior cortex, IGPeSTN is the inhibitory contribution of the neurons from the GPe, ILocal models the
excitatory recurrent activity of the neurons of the STN. Moreover, IbackSTN is the random background activity in the STN,
which is obtained with a Poisson probability distribution. The main connections of the STN considered in our model are
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Fig. 16. Membrane potential for a single neuron of the STN. An STN neuron responds with a high-frequency tonic firing when injected currents get higher.
Our model is not capable of showing all the dynamical behaviours of an STN neuron.
depicted in Figure 15. Each synaptic input current IpCtxNMDASTN , IGPeSTN , ILocal is obtained in an analogous way as in
equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sSTN , tpeakSTN , τSTN
and JincSTN , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending on the number of
neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
Typical values for the parameters of STN neurons used in our model are given in Table V.
TABLE V
STN PARAMETERS
Parameter Description STN
N Number of neurons 100
C Capacitance 20pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -60
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -45
k Izhikevich’s parameter 1
a ” 0.005
b ” 0.265
c ” -65
d ” 2
vpeak Spike threshold 30mV
vb Bursting threshold -65mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 5
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 8000
The behaviour of the membrane potential of a single STN neuron obtained with the proposed model and the parameters of
Table V is shown in Figure 16.
F. Model of the Thalamus
The thalamus is a centrally-located brain structure that controls the flow of information to the cortex. In our model, the
sensory signals received in the posterior cortex reach the prefrontal cortex by means of the thalamus [9]. Anatomically, there
are three different types of neurons within the thalamus. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only two of them: excitatory
thalamic neurons and inhibitory reticular nucleus (RTN) neurons.
While thalamic neurons project to the prefrontal cortex, RTN neurons provide local inhibition for the thalamus. The thalamus
plays a key role in the proposed working memory network model, since it is the source of background oscillations associated
with different working memory processes.
The dynamics of excitatory thalamic neurons are described by:
C
dvThl(t)
dt
= k
[
vThl(t)− vr
][
vThl(t)− vt
]− uThl(t) + IThl(t),
duThl(t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vThl(t)− vr
]− uThl(t)}, (23)
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Fig. 17. Main neuronal populations influencing the thalamus. The GABAergic neurons of the GPi send their axons to specific nuclei of the thalamus. This is
important since it specifies basal ganglia’s message to the prefrontal cortex via the thalamus. Inhibition (indirect pathway) or disinhibiton (direct pathway) is a
result of the GABAergic input from the GPi to the thalamus. Excitatory thalamic neurons also receive local inhibitory input from RTN neurons. The excitatory
input only comes from NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the posterior cortex, and works as a background input. Moreover, thalamic neurons receive excitatory
recurrent signals. RTN neurons only receive inputs from the thalamic neurons and their recurrent connections. Thalamic neurons regulate the activity of the
NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the prefrontal cortex. The probabilities of the considered connections are given by percentages. The arrow −→ corresponds
to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory connections.
where vThl ∈ RNThl , uThl ∈ RNThl , IThl ∈ RNThl with NThl the number of excitatory thalamic neurons. vr ∈ RNThl is the
resting membrane potential for each neuron of the population and vt ∈ RNThl is the instantaneous threshold potential for each
neuron of the population. All the elements of vectors vr and vt are the same.
We consider the following spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vThl and uThl at tpeakThl ,
which is a modification of the original reset conditions from [30]:
for all i, if vThl(i) ≥ vpeakThl + 0.1uThl(i) then
{
vThl(i)← cThl − 0.1uThl(i)
uThl(i)← uThl(i) + dThl
(24)
To allow thalamic neurons to have depolarising activity when they are hyperpolarised under a certain potential value, we
define two different values for parameter b in equation (23), which will be different for each neuron i:{
if vThl(i) ≤ vbThl then b = 120,
if vThl(i) > vbThl then b = 2,
(25)
where the constant vbThl is the bursting threshold for thalamic neurons. This differentiation is derived from [30]. However,
we take a higher value than the one considered in [30].
The input current IThl is defined as:
IThl(t) = IpCtxNMDAThl(t)− IGPiThl(t)− IRTNThl(t) + ILocal(t) + IbackThl(t). (26)
All the currents in (26) are vectors of dimension NThl. The current IGPiThl models the inhibitory contribution of neurons
from the GPi, IRTNThl is the inhibitory contribution of the RTN neurons, IpCtxNMDAThl represents the cortical excitatory
input and ILocal models the excitatory recurrent activity of the thalamic neurons. Moreover, IbackThl is the random background
activity in the thalamus, which is obtained by using a Poisson probability distribution. The main connections of the thalamus
considered in our model are depicted in Figure 17. Each synaptic input current IGPiThl , IRTNThl , IpCtxNMDAThl , ILocal is
obtained in an analogous way as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx , τNMDApCtx and
JincNMDApCtx by sThl, tpeakThl , τThl and JincThl , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions of the connection
matrices depending on the number of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
The dynamics of inhibitory RTN neurons are described by:
C
dvRTN (t)
dt
= k
[
vRTN (t)− vr
][
vRTN (t)− vt
]− uRTN (t) + IRTN (t),
duRTN (t)
dt
= a
{
b
[
vRTN (t)− vr
]− uRTN (t)}, (27)
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where vRTN ∈ RNRTN , uRTN ∈ RNRTN , IRTN ∈ RNRTN with NRTN the number of RTN neurons. vr ∈ RNRTN is the
resting membrane potential for each neuron of the population and vt ∈ RNRTN is the instantaneous threshold potential for
each neuron of the population. All the elements of vectors vr and vt are the same.
We consider the following spike-generation conditions and reset of every element i of vectors vRTN and uRTN at tpeakRTN :
for all i, if vRTN (i) ≥ vpeakRTN − 0.08uRTN (i) then
{
vRTN (i)← cRTN − 0.08uRTN (i)
uRTN (i)← uRTN (i) + dRTN
(28)
As in the thalamic cell dynamics, we also introduce two different values for parameter b for every neuron i of the population:{
if vRTN (i) ≤ vbRTN then b = 100,
if vRTN (i) > vbRTN then b = 2,
(29)
where the constant vbRTN is the bursting threshold for RTN neurons.
The input current IRTN is defined as:
IRTN (t) = IThlRTN (t)− I∗Local(t) + IbackRTN (t). (30)
All the currents in (30) are vectors of dimension NRTN . The current IThlRTN models the excitatory contribution of the
thalamic neurons, I∗Local models the inhibitory recurrent activity of the RTN neurons. Moreover, IbackRTN is the random back-
ground activity in the RTN neurons, which is obtained by using a Poisson probability distribution. Each synaptic input current
IThlRTN , I
∗
Local is obtained in an analogous way as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx , tpeakNMDApCtx ,
τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sRTN , tpeakRTN , τRTN and JincRTN , respectively, and considering appropriate dimensions
of the connection matrices depending on the number of neurons of the pre- and post-synaptic populations.
The values of the parameters for both types of neurons considered in our model are given in Table VI.
TABLE VI
THALAMUS PARAMETERS
Parameter Description Thalamic Cells RTN
N Number of neurons 80 20
C Capacitance 10pF 5pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -60mV -65mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -50mV -45mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 1 0.15
a ” 0.05 0.15
b ” 2 2
c ” -65 -55
d ” 10 50
vpeak Spike threshold 35mV 0mV
vb Bursting threshold -60mV -65mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 30 5
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 6000 5000
A simulation for the models presented for a single thalamic neuron and a single RTN neuron for the parameters shown in
Table VI is given in Figure 18 and Figure 19, respectively.
G. Model of the Prefrontal Cortex
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the last neuronal structure considered in our model and its activity represents the working
memory. According to the message from the thalamus, the prefrontal cortex needs to show distinct behaviors, mainly: loading,
maintenance or clearance of the information, originated in the posterior cortex. In our model, the prefrontal cortex consists of
two neuron populations: glutamatergic neurons with NMDA receptors and GABAergic inhibitory neurons, as in the posterior
cortex. We again choose the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory neurons to be 4 to 1.
The dynamics of NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the prefrontal cortex are described as in (1)-(2) substituting vNMDApCtx ,
uNMDApCtx , INMDApCtx , vpeakNMDApCtx , cNMDApCtx and dNMDApCtx by vNMDApfc , uNMDApfc , INMDApfc , vpeakNMDApfc ,
cNMDApfc and dNMDApfc . Now, vNMDApfc ∈ RNNMDApfc , uNMDApfc ∈ RNNMDApfc , INMDApfc ∈ RNNMDApfc with
NNMDApfc the number of NMDA-receptor-type neurons within the prefrontal cortex.
We define:
INMDApfc = IThlpfcNMDA − IpfcGABA + ILocal + IbackNMDApfc . (31)
All the currents in (31) are vectors of dimension NNMDApfc . The current IThlpfcNMDA models the excitatory contri-
bution from thalamic neurons, IpfcGABA represents the contribution of inhibitory neurons from the prefrontal cortex, and
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Fig. 18. Membrane potential of a thalamic cell. Thalamic cells are modelled to show tonic activity while presented with a low-amplitude input and bursting
activity in the presence of a high enough input. The figure at the top shows the membrane potential of the neuron when an insufficient, low DC current is
applied. In this case, the behaviour of the thalamic neuron is tonic firing. In the figure at the bottom, the thalamic neuron changes its activity to bursting,
when a higher current is injected.
IbackNMDApfc is the random background activity of excitatory neurons in the prefrontal cortex, obtained by using a Poisson
probability distribution. ILocal is the recurrent activity of excitatory neurons in the prefrontal cortex. Each synaptic input current
IThlpfcNMDA , IpfcGABA , ILocal is obtained in an analogous way as in equations (5), (6) and (7), substituting sNMDApCtx ,
tpeakNMDApCtx
, τNMDApCtx and JincNMDApCtx by sNMDApfc , tNMDApfc , τNMDApfc and JincNMDApfc , respectively, and
considering appropriate dimensions of the connection matrices depending on the number of neurons of the pre- and post-
synaptic populations.
The relevant connections and connection probabilities of the prefrontal cortex used in our model are shown in Figure 20.
The dynamical evolution of the membrane potentials and the recovery currents for GABAergic inhibitory neurons of
the prefrontal cortex will follow the same equations as in (1)-(2), but substituting the following variables and parame-
ters vNMDApfc , uNMDApfc , INMDApfc , vpeakNMDApfc , cNMDApfc and dNMDApfc by vGABApfc , uGABApfc , IGABApfc ,
vpeakGABApfc
, cGABApfc and dGABApfc , respectively. Now, vGABApfc ∈ RNGABApfc , uGABApfc ∈ RNGABApfc , IGABApfc ∈
RNGABApfc with NGABApfc the number of GABAergic neurons within the prefrontal cortex.
The parameters C, k, a, vr, vt, b, c and d are different for inhibitory and excitatory neurons. Here, the current IGABApfc
models the total synaptic input current for inhibitory neurons in the prefrontal cortex, and includes the following currents (all
vectors of dimension NGABApfc ):
IGABApfc = IpfcNMDA − I∗Local + IbackGABApfc , (32)
where IpfcNMDA models the contribution of NMDA-receptor-type excitatory neurons of the prefrontal cortex; and I
∗
Local and
IbackGABApfc models the recurrent activity and background activity of GABAergic inhibitory neurons of the prefrontal cortex,
respectively. IbackGABApfc is obtained by using a Poisson probability distribution. The synaptic input currents IpfcNMDA and
I∗Local are obtained in an analogous way as described for excitatory neurons, substituting NMDA by GABA.
Typical parameter values for both NMDA and GABA-receptor-type neurons used in our model are given in Table VII.
H. Modelling the Connections between Neurons
In the previous subsections, we have explained the main elements of our working memory network model. The neuron
dynamics presented define the evolution of each neuron population’s behaviour with time and determine the way neurons
behave according to inputs. The connections between neurons and populations of neurons represent the evolution of the
relationships between them. This evolution depends on the firing activity and firing times of the neurons.
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Fig. 19. Membrane potential of a RTN neuron. RTN neurons show a similar firing pattern to thalamic neurons. The main difference is that RTN neurons
present low subthreshold oscillations when stimulated.
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Fig. 20. The prefrontal cortex is the unit where the circuit considered in our model ends, and its activity represents the working memory. The thalamus acts
as a translator that translates basal ganglia’s message for prefrontal cortex by sending the appropriate signal according to the state of the working memory. The
probabilities of the considered connections are given with percentages. The arrow −→ corresponds to excitatory connections, and a corresponds to inhibitory
connections.
In our model, we expect that starting from randomly assigned connections and synaptic strengths, the connections between
populations will evolve into a state where the model is capable of showing different behaviours. This is the reason why we
have referred to the connections between neurons as dynamical or evolving connections. The behaviours shown by our model
are related to different working memory processes, namely: loading, maintainance, ignoring and clearance of information. The
output from the basal ganglia generates different activity patterns in the thalamus, depending on the balance between the basal
ganglia’s pathways. This activity in the thalamus will drive the working memory into a bistable mode or will allow only one
possible state to exist. This is accomplished by the interactions of neurons with each other and the evolution of the topology
of the different networks of neurons.
In Section IV-A, we gave details on the dynamical connections and synaptic strength evolution between the NMDA-receptor-
type neurons within the posterior cortex. We will use this example to describe how we model the connections between neurons
and populations of neurons.
The evolving or dynamical connections between neurons are defined by means of what we have called a connection matrix
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TABLE VII
PREFRONTAL CORTEX PARAMETERS
Parameter Description NMDA Receptor GABA Receptor
N Number of neurons 80 20
C Capacitance 50pF 25pF
vr Reset potential for each neuron of the population -55mV -56mV
vt Instantaneous threshold potential for each neuron of the population -45mV -42mV
k Izhikevich’s parameter 0.2 0.2
a ” 0.13 0.03
b ” -1.5 2
c ” -50 -50
d ” 60 2
vpeak Spike threshold 30mV 40mV
ηbackground Background input frequency 5 5
τ Decaying-effect constant in dynamical connections 14000 5000
S (see equation (5)). Let us consider that synapses are connecting neurons of two populations, having pre-synaptic and post-
synaptic neurons. For each pre- and post-synaptic population, we define a different connection matrix S. The dimension of
the matrix S is Npost × Npre, with Npost the number of neurons in the post-synaptic population and Npre the number of
neurons in the pre-synaptic population. With this, we are establishing that we have an all-to-all topology between the neurons
of two populations. However, we will assign a probability to each link between two neurons, and consequently we will finally
build random-graph networks for neurons. Each element (i, j) of the connection matrix S contains the synaptic strength (s)
between the i pre-synaptic neuron that has fired at some time tn and the j post-synaptic neuron. The elements S(i, j), for
all (i, j) ∈ Npost ×Npre such that i = j, are considered 0 to indicate that it is not possible to have a connection between a
neuron and itself.
We do not compute the synaptic strengths for every element of the connection matrices S. The connection probabilities
between populations of neurons given in Table VIII determine how sparse the connection matrix will be. For example, let us
come back to Section IV-A and recall the computation of the elements of matrix SNMDApCtx in order to obtain the recurrent
activity of excitatory NMDA-receptor-type neurons in the posterior cortex (Ilocal in (5)). Let us consider that we have 100
NMDA-receptor-type neurons in the posterior cortex. Consequently, the size of SNMDApCtx is 100×100. Since the connection
probability between two NMDA-type neurons is 0.8 (or 80% as a percentage value as we have indicated in the figures of this
paper), there will be 8000 possible connections between these 100 neurons. We will randomly choose these 8000 elements
within the matrix SNMDApCtx , and we will calculate their values – that is, the synaptic strengths sNMDApCtx – in the following
manner.
We will first initialise the value for each synaptic strength s between a pre- and post- synaptic neuron with the product of the
initial synaptic strength, Js, and a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1, r. This random scaling parameter
r is also used in the computation of some of the synaptic input currents as it is defined in equation (5). The values used for
the initial synaptic strength, Js, are given in Table VIII. The random value r provides different initial conditions for each
simulation.
Once we start simulating our model, the initial values for the synaptic strengths ‘evolve’ according to equations of the same
form as equations (6) and (7). If a pre-synaptic neuron causes the firing of a post-synaptic neuron, the corresponding synaptic
strength s increases as in equation (7). How much we increment the connection strength is determined by the product of the
increment parameter Jinc and a random variable ω (with a value between 0 and 1). The values used in our simulations for
parameter Jinc are given in Table VIII. However, if the firing times of the two neurons do not coincide, the synaptic strength
decays according to equation (6). We do not allow synaptic strengths to become negative. That is, if s becomes negative
according to equations (6) and (7), we make s = 0, which means that the connection between the corresponding pre-synaptic
and post-synaptic neuron has ‘disappeared’. In equations (6) and (7), the parameter τ is a decaying-effect. We use different
decaying-effect constants for each population of neurons and the values are given in the parameter tables for the corresponding
population.
In this context, an existing connection between two neurons may disappear (the value of the synaptic strength becomes 0)
or a non-existent connection may be formed (the value of the synaptic strength becomes greater than 0) depending on the
spike times. This is what we call evolution of the connections. With this, our model can capture in a manner what is known
as structural plasticity [36]. That is, not only is synaptic behaviour modified, but synapses may also be rewired. This concept
of structural plasticity can be also associated to changes in the network topology, which is also termed wiring plasticity [17].
In our model, we have considered that the posterior cortex, the prefrontal cortex and the thalamus consist of two different types
of sub-populations: excitatory and inhibitory. For the simulations, we will considered the following set up. The excitatory and
inhibitory neurons for these units have the same ratio of 4:1 (80:20 neurons). The inhibitory sub-populations only send/receive
signals to/from neurons within the population. The striatum consists of three sub-populations and each of them contains 100
neurons. The other populations within the basal ganglia have 100 neurons each. The number of neurons in each pre-synaptic
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TABLE VIII
PARAMETERS FOR THE DYNAMICAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NEURONS
Connection(From-To) Connection Probability Initial Synaptic Strength (Js) Increment of the Synaptic Strength (Jinc)
pCtxNMDA → pCtxNMDA 0.2 15 0.4
pCtxNMDA → pCtxGABA 0.2 5 0.3
pCtxNMDA →MSND1 0.45 150 0.5
pCtxNMDA →MSND2 0.45 150 0.5
pCtxNMDA → FSIs 0.3 45 0.6
pCtxNMDA → STN 0.2 10 0.3
pCtxNMDA → ThalamicCells 0.2 45 0.1
pCtxGABA → pCtxGABA 0.2 5 0.4
pCtxGABA → pCtxNMDA 0.2 5 0.6
MSND1 →MSND1 0.15 10 0.3
MSND1 → GPi 0.3 60 0.5
MSND2 →MSND2 0.15 10 0.3
MSND2 → GPe 0.65 175 0.3
FSIs→ FSIs 0.15 15 0.2
FSIs→MSND1 0.15 25 0.4
FSIs→MSND2 0.15 25 0.4
GPi→ GPi 0.2 5 0.2
GPi→ ThalamicCells 1.0 7 0.8
GPi→ GPe 0.4 175 0.3
GPe→ GPe 0.15 10 0.1
GPe→ STN 0.2 5 0.2
GPe→MSND1 0.1 5 0.3
GPe→MSND2 0.1 5 0.3
GPe→ GPi 0.45 5 0.5
STN → STN 0.1 5 0.15
STN → GPi 0.3 50 0.2
STN → GPe 0.25 200 0.2
ThalamicCells→ ThalamicCells 0.20 25 0.6
ThalamicCells→ RTN 0.20 55 0.3
ThalamicCells→ PFCNMDA 0.25 45 0.2
RTN → RTN 0.20 5 0.2
RTN → ThalamicCells 0.20 5 0.1
PFCNMDA → PFCNMDA 0.2 15 0.4
PFCNMDA → PFCGABA 0.2 5 0.3
PFCGABA → PFCGABA 0.2 5 0.4
PFCGABA → PFCNMDA 0.2 5 0.6
TABLE IX
POPULATION CONNECTIONS
Connection (Pre-synaptic) Number of Neurons Targets (Post-synaptic)
PosteriorCortexNMDA 80 Local, Posterior Cortex (GABA), MSNsD1, MSNsD2, FSIs, STN, Thalamic Cells
PosteriorCortexGABA 20 Local, Posterior Cortex (NMDA)
MSNsD1 100 Local, GPi
MSNsD2 100 Local, GPe
FSIs 100 Local, MSNsD1, MSNsD2
GPi 100 Local, GPe, Thalamic Cells
GPe 100 Local, GPi, STN, MSNsD1, MSNsD2
STN 100 Local, GPi, GPe
ThalamicCells 80 Local, RTN, Prefrontal Cortex NMDA
RTN 20 Local, Thalamic Cells
PrefrontalCortexNMDA 80 Local, Prefrontal Cortex GABA
PrefrontalCortexGABA 20 Local, Prefrontal Cortex NMDA
population and the list of the connections are given in Table IX.
V. EVALUATION OF THE WORKING MEMORY NETWORK MODEL
We will consider the delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task to explain how our working memory network model can describe
brain activity during different working memory tasks, and how these tasks are associated with the generation of different
oscillations in the thalamus.
In a DMS task, a participant is shown a complex visual pattern named “the sample” and, after some short delay, she/he is
exposed to other similar visual patterns. The participant must touch the pattern which exactly matches the sample [23]. The
external stimulus, which represents the sample in our simulations, is applied between 25−75 milliseconds. This stimulus excites
the population of neurons in the posterior cortex and causes a persistent spiking activity in the thalamus. This corresponds to
loading of information and the onset of beta-gamma-frequency band oscillations as described in Section II. In a DMS task
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during the delay part, participants need to keep the sample visual pattern in their mind while ignoring irrelevant pictures. For
our simulation, this means to keep persistent spiking activity alive with theta-frequency band oscillations, which corresponds to
maintenance of information as explained in Section II. Theta-frequency band oscillations also provide a mechanism that enables
working memory to keep its persistent activity in spite of the distractors (maintenance while ignoring distractors). At the end,
when a matching pattern arrives, there is no need to keep the sample information anymore and the clearance of information is
carried out. During the clearance of information, alpha-frequency band oscillations are generated and the persistent active state
is cleared away, only allowing a resting state. In Figure 21, the relationships between the frequency bands and the working
memory processes are summarised based on the bistable activation introduced in [20].
Theta Band
Beta-gamma
Band
Alpha Band
Resting State 
Active State
Resting State 
Active State
Resting State 
Active State
Resting State 
Active State
Active State 
Active State
Resting State 
Resting State
Background 
Activity Starts
Excited by the
external stimulus
New information
is loaded
Ongoing activation
is kept
Distractor stimulus 
fails to excite 
population
External stimulus 
fails to excite 
population
Memory is not 
maintained
Fig. 21. A summary of expected behaviours of the working memory from [20]. In the presence of beta-gamma-frequency band oscillations, a bistable
regime is observed. If there is an ongoing resting state, a transient stimulus can evoke a persistent active response. While there is an ongoing active state,
gamma-frequency band activity allows a persistent state. However, new information overwrites the previous one. In the presence of theta-frequency band
oscillations, the previous activity is preserved. In this case, no information can reach the working memory, and any interference is avoided. In the presence of
alpha-frequency band oscillations, only a resting state is allowed, and the active persistent state is cleared away, and information is no longer available within
the working memory.
As shown in Figure 21, for each frequency band, the neural activity can be interpreted as a bistable dynamical system that
changes among two possible states: resting state and active state. With the onset of beta-gamma-frequency band activity, there
are two possibilities: the system at rest is activated due to an external stimulus or new information is loaded into the system.
The first possibility corresponds to the transfer of the system from resting state to the active state, while the second possibility
corresponds to keeping the system in the active state, and consequently, allowing new information to be loaded. In terms of
the DMS task, the transition from the resting state to the active state means that the first “sample” is introduced. The case of
having new information loaded means that a new “sample” is introduced to the participant.
Moreover, theta-frequency band oscillations allow the network to stay in a persistent state, and no behavioral change is
observed. Hence, the ongoing activity corresponding to the active state linked to the onset of beta-gamma-frequency band
activity continues and any stimulus received when theta-frequency band oscillations are present does not change the system
activity. In other words, there is no switching from the resting state to the active state, and the maintenance of the ongoing
activity is ensured while any distractor is blocked. Since the resting state does not change to active in the presence of a
stimulus, the first row of the theta band in Figure 21 corresponds to blocking of distractor, while the active state continues to
be active, which corresponds to the maintenance of the ongoing activity.
Alpha-frequency band oscillations prevent the prefrontal cortex from being activated, even in the presence of an external
stimulus. Consequently, the resting state is kept; and if the system is active, it is switched to the resting state. The change from
the active state to the resting state may imply that either new information in the memory is not loaded or the already-loaded
information is maintained.
In the next subsections, we will illustrate some of these working memory processes through simulation results obtained from
our model. We will relate these processes to the dominance of the direct pathway and indirect pathway of the basal ganglia
and the generation of beta-gamma and theta-frequency-band activity in the thalamus, respectively. The simulations presented
in this paper have been obtained with MATLAB. We will confirm the changes of activity in the network by the spiking activity
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of key populations of neurons, represented in the raster plots given in Figures 22, 24 and 28. These raster plots correspond to a
simulation of 500 milliseconds of spiking activity with a sampling frequency of 2000Hz. Furthermore, a frequency analysis of
thalamic neurons are given in Figures 23, 25 and 29, to show that the model is capable of generating the expected oscillations
observed during working memory tasks.
Before presenting the simulation results corresponding to the dominance of the direct and indirect pathways, we will present
the spiking activity of the populations of neurons of our model in the case of having no external stimulus in the posterior
cortex. This will be important to clearly understand the changes produced in the network when an external stimulus is applied.
A. Network Activity with no External Stimulus: Default or Resting Network Mode
By analysing the network activity when no external stimulus is applied to the posterior cortex, we will better understand
how the transition from the resting state to any other state is manifested in the changes of the activity in the different neural
populations, which depend on the dopamine level in our model. The network neuronal activity with no external stimulus is
what we refer to as the default mode or resting state of the network.
D1 MSNs D2 MSNs 
Fig. 22. Raster plots of the spiking activity of simulated populations of neurons considered in our model when no external stimulus is injected to the
posterior cortex. During the simulated case, there is a balance between the direct and indirect pathways, that is, none of the pathways is dominant. We use
φ1 = 0.58 and φ2 = 0.55. Both cortical (posterior and prefrontal) populations stay silent during the simulation since there is no external stimulation for the
posterior cortex and no thalamic excitation for the prefrontal cortex. Thalamic neurons also show low activity because of the inhibitory GPi input. Each black
dot corresponds to a spike of the corresponding neuron at a given time.
The default mode of the network can be interpreted as the neuronal activity within the network when a person is not focused
on the environment and she/he is at rest. The default network mode has been also shown to deactivate during goal-oriented
tasks such as working memory tasks. Consequently, any neuronal activity during the resting network state becomes irrelevant
while the network is performing a task.
Figure 22 shows the raster plots of the spiking activity of the main populations of neurons considered in our model when
there is no stimulation in the posterior cortex. The dopamine levels affecting D1 and D2-MSN populations are considered
in such a manner to avoid the dominance of the direct or the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia. We consider φ1 = 0.58
and φ2 = 0.55. These values were derived from the models of single neurons that provided similar firing patterns for D1 and
D2-MSNs under the same input current. These values also allow equivalent distribution of cortical and FSIs input to both
MSN populations.
What we can appreciate in Figure 22 is that the posterior cortex shows a spontaneous and low-frequency activity that is not
capable of providing enough excitation to the MSNs striatal populations (D1 and D2-receptor types). The raster plot of the
posterior cortex reveals that only a trace of neurons within the posterior cortex can generate spikes. Since there is no incoming
information, there is no need for a subcortical decision, which results in the balance between the direct and indirect pathways
of the basal ganglia. Furthermore, both MSN populations show a low activity and the uninhibited GPi population generates
fast spikes that later provide continuous inhibition over thalamic neurons. Similarly when the indirect pathway is dominant,
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Fig. 23. Spectrogram analysis of the thalamic activity with no stimulation in the posterior cortex. A) The spectogram was obtained from local field potentials
averaged over 30 trials. The dominant frequency band is in red. The figure shows how the dominant frequency fluctuates with time: between the delta-frequency
band (1− 4Hz) and a low theta-frequency band (4− 6Hz). This state can be thought of as the default mode of the network where no goal-directed attentional
behaviour is needed. B) Power histogram of the thalamic activity.
thalamic neurons must be continuously inhibited since there is no incoming information and the prefrontal cortex should be
prevented from being excited. Thus, the excitatory neurons of the prefrontal cortex present spontaneous low activity.
Different from the case of having the indirect pathway dominant, when there is no stimulus, the activity within the thalamic
neurons presents even lower frequencies. However, the activity does not stay within just one frequency-band range: the activity
in the thalamus oscillates between the delta-frequency band (1− 4Hz) and a low theta-frequency-band range (4− 6Hz), which
is consistent with results presented in [41]. Frequency aspects of the thalamic neurons are given in Figure 23. The thalamic
neurons are mostly inhibited by the GPi input, which results in oscillatory activity within the delta and theta-frequency bands.
We note that due to the fact that any neuronal activity during the resting network mode becomes irrelevant while the network
is performing a task, the activity of the resting state is subtracted from the spectogram of the direct and indirect pathways.
By subtracting the spectrogram we basically refer to removing the default mode neuronal activity from the spectograms of the
direct and indirect pathways, and this is what is shown in Figure 23.
B. Dominance of the Direct Pathway of the Basal Ganglia
In this section, we will analyse the scenario when the direct pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant and beta-gamma-
frequency band activity is dominant in the thalamus, which is associated to loading of information in the working memory.
An external stimulus is applied to NMDA-receptor type neurons of the posterior cortex between 25− 75 milliseconds. This
stimulation was enough to drive these excitatory neurons of the posterior cortex to an active persistent state. These neurons
respond to stimulation with a latency at 60 milliseconds (with a delay of 35 milliseconds). After this delay, almost all the
NMDA-receptor type neurons get activated. The activity of these neurons well represent the external stimulus. Recurrent
connections within the neurons of the posterior cortex allow to keep them in an active state throughout the simulation.
The posterior cortex sends its output to the striatum, that is, to D1-MSNs, D2-MSNs and FSIs. The striatal sub-circuit makes
a decision between rapid updating and robust maintenance. The regulation of the cortical output to the striatum is crucial for
the final subcortical decision. Depending on this decision, the stimulus can reach the prefrontal cortex, which will allow the
information to flow in or to be ignored. As we explained in Sections I and II, the dopamine release will regulate the selection
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D1 MSNs D2 MSNs 
Fig. 24. Raster plots of the spiking activity of the simulated populations of neurons considered in our model when the direct pathway of the basal ganglia
is dominant with φ1 = 0.80 and φ1 = 0.65. The populations of the posterior cortex, the prefrontal cortex and the thalamus consist of two different
subpopulations. We consider 80 excitatory neurons and 20 inhibitory neurons. The inhibitory neurons of the prefrontal and the posterior cortex are modelled
to have fast-spiking activity independent from the external stimulation. As a result, the activity in these units starts before the injection of the stimulus.
Dopamine release causes depolarisation of D1-MSNs and the hyperpolarisation of D2-MSNs. The inhibition of D1-MSNs in the striatum flows directly
to the GPi. In turn, the GPi releases the inhibition over the thalamic neurons. The increased activity within the thalamus is later transmitted to the cortical
population. Each black dot corresponds to a spike of the corresponding neuron at a given time.
of the different pathways of the basal ganglia, and in our model, this dopamine release is expressed by the control parameters
φ1 (for D1-MSNs) and φ2 (for D2-MSNs), both parameters take values between 0 and 1. We model the dominance of the
direct pathway within the basal ganglia by assigning to φ1 a big enough value. The dopamine level for the direct pathway is
chosen in such a way to allow a single D1-MSN to enhance its response nearly tripling the firing rate to the same stimulus.
The values chosen are φ1 = 0.80 and φ1 = 0.65 (obtained shift 10 spike/s to 25 spike/s to a DC input of 50pA) [13]. The
overabundance of dopamine in D1 receptors favours the activation of the direct pathway in the basal ganglia.
We note that the activation of the direct pathway is associated with an overactivity of D1-MSNs and a reduced activity
of D2-MSNs in the striatum (as reflected in Figure 24). Consequently, the cortical input cannot provide enough excitation to
D2-MSNs. Moreover, the connections from the FSIs to the D1/D2-MSNs are arranged in such a way to allow a winner-take-all
mechanism by holding the activity within the target cells to promote others. The output of the FSIs to the D1 and D2-MSNs is
scaled according to the dopamine level. Since the FSIs are inhibitory neurons, they repress more the activity of the D2-MSNs
than the activity of the D1-MSNs in order to favour the dominance of the direct pathway. At the same time, D1-MSNs reduce
the inhibitory outflow from parts of the GPi. The output of the basal ganglia, the GPi, consists of GABAergic and tonically
active neurons. Thus, the GPi tonically inhibits the thalamus, which is also a gate for the information flow through cortical
targets (prefrontal cortices, motor, supplementary motor) [44]. It can be hypothesised that inhibition is a control mechanism
which leads to a rapid response in the thalamus and is crucial for encoding and maintaining new information as it occurs.
As the result of the circuitry considered, the striatal decision is mapped onto the cortical population via the representation of
the output layer, the GPi. The direct pathway allows to map the decision onto a particular action. The increased activity of
the D1-MSNs in turn avoids thalamic inhibition. From an indirect way, the reduced activity of the D2-MSNs decreases its
repressive effect on the GPe. The GPe disinhibition holds the glutamatergic STN signal generation, which in turn also inhibits
the activity of the GPi. The balance between the two pathways ensures the execution of a given order. In brief, the basal
ganglia promotes action about information by disinhibiting the associated target structures. During the disinhibition period, the
thalamic neurons start to generate high-frequency bursts of spikes. The behavioural change in the spiking activity is interpreted
as a ‘wake up call’ for the cortical targets, and as a result, newly-coming sensory information is allowed to be updated in the
prefrontal cortex.
The basal ganglia generate a response to incoming information and send this message to the working memory through the
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Fig. 25. Spectrogram of the thalamic activity when the direct pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. The spectrogram was obtained from local field
potentials averaged over 30 trials. The sprectrogram of the network when there is no stimulus (delta-low-theta-frequency band activity) is extracted from
the spectrogram of the local field potentials. Consequently, the sprectrogram presented here represents the increment of the activity from the default/resting
network mode, rather than the activity of the network. The dominant frequency band is in red. The figure shows how the dominant frequency changes with
time and oscillates between a low gamma-frequency band (30−50Hz) and a high gamma-frequency band (50−100 Hz) range. These frequency-band ranges
are within the expected frequency band.
thalamus. Until the basal ganglia make a decision, the GPi has an inhibitory control over the thalamus. However, a ‘Go’ signal
allows the thalamic disinhibition, which results in high-frequency activity. Besides the dopaminergic regulation, we also focus
on the frequency aspects of thalamic activity. The frequency-time spectrogram of thalamic neurons is given in Figure 25. It is
plotted as a function of the local field potential.
Fig. 26. Power spectral density of the thalamic neurons when the direct pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. The spectrum gives the relationship
between frequency and relevant power density. The most dominant frequency is calculated as 48Hz. The figure is an interpretation of the color bar graph
within the spectrogram. Power reaches its maximum value at the gamma-frequency band. The power spectral density is computed using Welch’s method with
0.01s hamming window and 50% overlap. The hamming window slides over a 500ms time interval and the spectrum represents the average of the sliding
windows.
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Compatible with brain imaging studies and mathematical models, the direct pathway of the basal ganglia allows the thalamic
activity to reach a high gamma-frequency band range [27], [20]. According to Fourier decomposition, the thalamic signal
contains different frequency components. Frequency fluctuations stay within the low gamma-frequency band and high gamma-
frequency band ranges, which provides a high level of depolarising input for the stimulus to flow through the prefrontal cortex.
Disinhibition might not be able to result in a synchronised activity within the thalamus. While the thalamic neurons are in
an ‘up’ state, they generate high-frequency spikes, followed by a ‘down’ state. During the ‘down’ state, it is harder, but not
impossible, to generate spikes. The oscillating behaviour in the spectrogram might be a result of a difference in the frequency
generation between ‘up’ and ‘down’ states of bursting activity. Additionally, low gamma-frequency band activity during ‘down’
states has a high proportion of the total power.
Fig. 27. Power histogram of the thalamic and the excitatory prefrontal cortical activity when the direct pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. A) The
graph deconstructs frequency components of thalamic activity and represents its ratio with the overall activity. As it can be appreciated from the spectrogram
and the power spectrum, the histogram also shows that the dominant activity is within a low gamma-frequency band and high gamma-frequency band ranges.
The low gamma-frequency band nearly contains half of the total power. B) The same analysis for cortical neurons, which shows an increment of frequency
up to a high gamma-band.
The power spectral density of the thalamic neurons is given in Figure 26. This gives a detailed explanation of the frequency
distribution. As it was investigated in the spectrogram, two different frequency values seem to have more power than the rest.
There is an overactivity between 30Hz and 50Hz, and a gamma-frequency band activity is shown to be the most dominant
one when the direct pathway is dominant. This figure also gives clues about the spiking behavioural pattern of the thalamic
neurons. The spectrum represents a unimodal distribution which is compatible with results presented in [8]. Burst-like activity
results in a spread distribution over different orders of magnitude, however, in our case, the spectrum has a peak value which
has the maximum power followed by a slightly change through neighbouring frequencies.
Finally, Figure 27 shows a more detailed distribution of power in different frequency ranges. The gamma-frequency band
range holds more than the 60% of the total power (42% power at low gamma-frequency band range and 20% power at
high gamma-frequency band range). As mentioned above, gamma-frequency band activity allows the prefrontal cortex to
show bistability and switch from a resting state to an active state. This also means that the gamma-frequency band activity
keeps the thalamic ‘gates open’, and another incoming sensory stimulus may be overwritten on the previously loaded pattern.
Consequently, the gamma-frequency band activity allows the update of information but it does not ensure the maintenance
of the information. Figure 27 also shows the activity of excitatory neurons of the prefrontal cortex as a consequence of the
thalamic activity. Even though low gamma-frequency band activity has the maximum power for thalamic neurons, it was
enough to increase the cortical activity to higher levels of the gamma-frequency band range. The high gamma-frequency band
entails almost the 75% of the total power.
C. Dominance of the Indirect Pathway of the Basal Ganglia
In this section, we will analyse the scenario when the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant and theta-frequency
band activity is dominant in the thalamus, which is associated to maintenance of information in the working memory.
As in previous sections, we will confirm the changes of activity in the network by the spiking activity of key populations of
neurons, represented in the raster plots given in Figure 28. These raster plots correspond to a simulation of 500 milliseconds of
spiking activity, when an external stimulus is applied to NMDA-receptor type neurons of the posterior cortex between 25− 75
milliseconds. As in the dominance of the direct pathway, these neurons respond to the stimulus with a time delay. Recurrent
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connections within the neurons of the posterior cortex allow to keep them in an active state throughout the simulation. In the
case study of this section, dopamine release will favour the activation of D2-MSNs neurons over D1-MSNs. For this purpose,
we use use φ1 = 0.35 and φ2 = 0.35.
D2 MSNs D1 MSNs 
Fig. 28. Raster plots of the spiking activity of considered populations in the model when the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant with φ1 = 0.35
and φ2 = 0.35. The overactivity of D2-MSNs in the striatum supresses the activity of the neurons of the GPe, which in turn stay incapable of reducing the
activity of the STN. STN neurons start to send more excitatory inputs to the GPi that later will not allow the thalamic neurons to form a bridge between the
external stimulus and the prefrontal cortex. Each black dot corresponds to a spike of the corresponding neuron at a given time.
The neurons in the posterior cortex send excitatory outputs to both D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs, but they are incapable of
causing enough stimulation to D1-MSNs, since cortical neurons’ influence to D1-MSNs is scaled down by the level of dopamine
(φ1). However, they stimulate D2-MSNs. Nevertheless, the FSIs produce tonic spike trains even with low levels of dopamine,
since they are arranged to show fast-spiking behaviour. The FSIs also have an important effect on MSNs. The inhibitory signals
from the FSIs are amplified in the same way as the cortical input amplification to MSNs. Since the FSIs provide inhibitory
signals, their post-synaptic signal is scaled up for D1-MSNs to help D2-MSNs become dominant, which favours the indirect
pathway over the direct pathway. Moreover, the GPe has inhibitory connections to the neurons of the STN, which in turn has
excitatory connections to the neurons of the GPi. Under the influence of inhibitory D2-MSN signals, the GPe remains incapable
of suppressing the activity within the STN. This interaction allows the increased STN excitatory signals to be delivered through
the GPi. In other words, the output message is a ‘No-Go’ signal, which means that the GPi should have enough inhibitory
effect on the thalamus, which in turn will deliver the message to the prefrontal cortex. The overactivation of the GPi does not
allow the thalamus to be able to ‘open the gates’ for the information flow. That is, the basal ganglia do not allow the external
stimulus to reach the prefrontal cortex and prevents significant activity from appearing. As a consequence, the prefrontal cortex
exhibits a low firing activity.
With regard to the activity of the thalamic neurons, there is a transition from a burst-like activity to a tonic and low-frequency
activity. This is reflected in the frequency-time spectrogram of the thalamic neurons given in Figure 29. As imaging studies
have revealed, the dominance of the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia results in a reduced thalamic activity and the onset
of theta-frequency band activity [53]. When the GPi increases its repressive effectiveness, the thalamic network desynchronises
especially in the low frequency range, leading to a certain spreading of the spectral intensity. This causes the dominance of
the frequency range to spread over the 5 − 15Hz interval. However, the power spectral density analysis and the histogram
results indicate the dominance of theta-frequency band oscillations. Theta-frequency band oscillations drive the network to a
regime so that a persistent active state in the network is prevented from happening, and an incoming signal only results in a
transient response. Consequently, these oscillations selectively prevent the loading of unwanted information from reaching the
prefrontal cortex.
The power spectral density of the thalamic neurons is given in Figure 30. The graph represents the power spectrum of the
thalamic neurons. We obtained the dominance of multiple frequency bands. Thalamic activity fluctuates between the delta-
frequency and theta-frequency band ranges, and it reaches its peak value within the theta-frequency band. Additionally, in
Figure 31, the frequency power histogram reveals an attenuation for frequencies higher than those in the theta-frequency
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Fig. 29. Spectrogram of the thalamic activity when the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. The spectrogram was obtained from local field
potentials averaged over 30 trials, with each trial lasting 500 milliseconds. As in the dominance of the direct pathway, the result was filtered with the default
values obtained from the no stimulus case. The dominant frequency band is in red. The figure shows that under the influence of an increased activity in the
GPi, the thalamic cells reduce their activity to theta-frequency band activity. The dominant frequencies have their peak between 4− 8Hz.
Fig. 30. Power spectral density of thalamic neurons when the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. The spectrum gives the relationship between
the frequency values and the related power densities. The most dominant frequency is obtained within the theta-frequency band (4− 8Hz) which is followed
by a slight reduction in power. The figure is an interpretation of the color bar graph within the spectrogram graph.
band. Figure 31 also presents the frequency-power histograms for NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the prefrontal cortex. With
regard to thalamic activity, theta-frequency band oscillations introduce nearly the 50% of the total power that is followed by
a low power alpha-frequency band activity. For the rest of the frequency bands, each of them only represents the 10% of the
total power. Low activity within the thalamus population also drives the excitatory units of the prefrontal cortex to a resting
state within a theta-frequency band range. Theta-frequency band activity covers nearly the 70% of the total power. Moreover,
neighbouring alpha-frequency band activity contributes to the power spectrum obtained for the thalamic neurons. The external
stimulus is ignored by the striatal decision and consequently, the prefrontal cortex mimics the activity of the thalamic neurons
rather than being activated by the stimulation. It is observed that the prefrontal cortex also generates activity at delta-frequency
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Fig. 31. Power histogram of thalamic and excitatory prefrontal cortical activity when the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant. A) Power
distribution of thalamic neurons for different frequency bands. Theta-frequency band activity is dominant and we also obtained a considerable power at
neighboring alpha-frequency band. B) Power distribution of frequency components for the NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the prefrontal cortex. Theta-
frequency band oscillations are also observed to be dominant within the NMDA population, which also indicates a resting state activity. When the stimulation
decays through the indirect pathway, the external stimulus does not reach the cortex. C) Power distribution of the considered frequency bands for the
NMDA-receptor-type neurons of the prefrontal cortex with no external stimulus. NMDA-receptor-type neurons activity fluctuates between delta-frequency and
theta-frequency bands. Our results show that when the indirect pathway is dominant, the cortical activity is in a distinct theta-frequency band. However, when
there is no stimulus, the oscillatory activity appears to be at lower frequencies within delta-frequency and low-theta-frequency bands.
and low theta-frequency band ranges. There seems to be a ground theta-frequency band activity either in the resting state
without stimulation or in the state where any persistent neuronal activity is avoided. Our analysis of cortical activity confirms
that the theta-frequency band is successful in preventing activity from appearing within the prefrontal cortex when the indirect
pathway of the basal ganglia is dominant.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel mathematical-computational model for the basal ganglia-thalamus-cortical network that links
different basal ganglia’s pathways to different working memory processes. We have made use of the DMS task to help
understand the neuronal activity during working memory tasks. Our model well demonstrates how different frequency-band
oscillations observed during working memory tasks can emerge due to basal ganglia’s activity. The framework proposed here
relates the switching behaviour of the basal ganglia to the regulation of the direct and indirect pathways depending on dopamine
levels. The dopamine level triggers different pathways to execute appropriate working memory computations, such as: loading,
maintainace or clearance of information. We have also shown the key role of the activity in the thalamus in the generation of
oscillations in specific frequency bands, which correlate with each of these working memory computations.
The model has been validated through simulations for two main cases: when the direct pathway and the indirect pathways
of the basal ganglia are dominant. When the direct pathway is dominant, our model has shown that the thalamus is disinhibited
and gamma-frequency band activity is generated in the thalamic neuronal population. Our model has also shown how increased
levels of dopamine influences the balance between D1 and D2-type MSNs, favouring the direct pathway. Disinhibited thalamic
activity allows information to reach the prefrontal cortex. The thalamus translates the basal ganglia output to the working
memory by increasing its activity and presenting gamma-frequency band oscillations. Under this scenario, information can be
loaded/updated in the working memory. We note that beta-gamma-frequency band oscillations only allow the maintenance of
the active state in the prefrontal cortex, but not the maintenance of the updated information.
Our model is also capable to demonstrate how the dominance of the indirect pathway within the basal ganglia can inhibit
the thalamus to block information flow. The maintenance of information in working memory is a result of the generation of
theta-frequency band activity in the thalamus. Furthermore, the clearance of information is achieved by the balance between
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the direct and indirect pathways. The clearance is a result of alpha-frequency band activity within the thalamus. In this case,
no persistent activity is allowed, the ongoing activity is blocked and no stimulation can cause any change of activity in the
working memory.
Immediate extensions and improvements of our model are the following ones. First, the consideration of the evolution of the
network to a self-sustained network. Within this context, a detailed and self-sustained network may provide more information
on the communication network of the basal ganglia and the working memory. Second, to introduce synaptic plasticity – for
example, spike-time dependent plasticity (STDP) – in the model for the recognition of sensory information. STDP would allow
neurons to encode the sensory stimuli by regulating connections. With this, the model could be tested with a complete DMS
task. As proposed in [22], this could be achieved by using a stripe-like architecture which would be capable of storing and
updating different information individually.
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